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Summary of the documentation for this study

The documentation of this study to estimate numbers of fish caught each year comprises the
following. All are available from the study home page (see page 9):
•
•
•
•
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“Estimating the Number of Fish Caught in Global Fishing each Year” (fishcountstudy.pdf)
a number of web pages (Screens 1-12) detailing the estimate
3 excel spreadsheets (Spreadsheet1_emws, Spreadsheet2_refs and Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs)
detailing the estimate
this guide to these screens and spreadsheets.

How to use this document

The data used to estimate the number of fish caught globally each year, together with data sources and
all calculations performed (except (g) and (j) below), are presented on a number of web pages
(“screens”) accessible from a home page for this study. These screens enable the reader to:
(a) View the estimated numbers of fish, by category of species, from average annual FAO
recorded capture and estimated mean weights (EMWs) obtained in this study
(b) View the calculation of total fish numbers obtained, and extrapolated, from the above
(c) View the fish size data sources (“references”) used, methods and calculations performed to
estimate the mean weight for each species category, where one was obtained, and to:
(i)

Link to references where available online

(ii)

See which references were not used and why

(iii)

View the length-weight conversion calculations performed for an EMW, where
applicable

(iv)

View the calculation of an EMW from mean weight at age data, where applicable

(v)

View the calculation of an EMW from capture weight and corresponding numbers, where
applicable

(vi)

Link to the fishbase.org Species Summary web page for each species with an EMW (for
information about the species e.g. maximum size)

(d) View the capture tonnage and estimated fish numbers grouped by judged relative reliability of
the method for obtaining the EMW
(e) View the estimated numbers of fish, by species, for species that are mainly used for reduction
to fishmeal and oil.
The data presented on these screens (except (c)(iv) and (c)( v)) are also available in a number of
spreadsheets which enable the reader to:
(f) Verify the calculations shown on the screens for (a), (b), (c)(iii), (d) and (e) above
(g) Verify the calculation of average annual capture tonnages for 1999-2007 from yearly data
(h) Check reconciliation of total capture tonnage used in (a) and (b) above with total annual FAO
capture data
3

(i) Adjust the value of any EMW and recalculate
(j) Verify the calculation of the average proportion of mean weight to maximum weight (used for
EMWs based on maximum sizes)
(k) Search for specific types of data e.g. all references pertaining to a particular estimating
method.
A brief explanation of each screen is given in the body of this document. A detailed description of the
data displayed on each screen is provided in appendix A, together with more detailed explanations
reproduced from the corresponding help screen. The main purpose of these detailed screen layouts is
to enable cross referencing between screens and spreadsheets.
Some familiarity with the screens is recommended to assist understanding of the spreadsheets, and
reference to the data structure diagram (Figure 1) on p7 may be helpful. A section giving the purpose
of each spreadsheet is provided in the body of this document. For a detailed explanation of any
spreadsheet column, the reader should refer to the table describing its columns in Appendix B which
will provide a brief description and indicate the corresponding column on Screens 1-8, for which the
associated help screen (reproduced in Appendix A) may provide greater detail.
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Overview of the screens and spreadsheets

The estimate of numbers of fish caught each year is based on reported capture tonnage for each
species (or group of species) and an estimate of their mean weight. These estimated mean weights
(EMWs) were derived using different types of fish size data obtained from a variety of sources. The
data used, and calculations performed, to estimate the global number of fish caught annually are
presented on a set of 11 screens (i.e. web pages) plus accompanying help screens. A data structure
diagram for this data is given on page 7.
Screen 1 shows fish capture tonnages reported by the FAO by species category. For the species
categories for which an estimated mean weight (EMW) was obtained, this is also shown together with
the estimated numbers. The estimated fish numbers for species categories without an estimated mean
weight (using extrapolated generic mean weights) are shown in the totals section of screen 1 obtained
by scrolling/paging to the end or clicking on “Last Page (Summary)”.
Screens 2-7 and 10-12 detail how an EMW was obtained for a given FAO species category,
including details of the references used. Screen 8 shows the capture tonnage and estimated fish
numbers grouped by judged relative reliability of the method for obtaining the EMW. Screen 9 has
been removed.
Most fish size references obtained from the internet are viewable via links from Screen 4 (over 90%
were still available when last checked in October 2009 or later). The two book references are not
included.
Each screen has some explanatory text and a corresponding help screen. For this reason some
familiarity with the screens is recommended before viewing the spreadsheets. The data displayed on
all screens (except Screens 10-12) are also available in 3 Excel spreadsheets, each of which has one
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or more sheets as follows:
Screen 1:
Spreadsheet1_emws (Sheets 1, 3 and 4);
Screen 2:
Spreadsheet1_emws (Sheets 1);
Screens 3-4: Spreadsheet2_refs;
Screens 5-7: Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs;
Screen 8:
Spreadsheet1_emws (Sheet 5);

Viewing the references and how they were used.
Screen 1 shows the capture tonnage for each FAO species category and the corresponding estimated
mean weight (EMW), usually expressed as a range from a lower to an upper estimate, where one was
obtained. Each EMW is identified by its “EMW id”. Clicking on any “EMW id” displays Screen 2 for
the species category, showing summary data for the EMW. Clicking on the “EMW id” on Screen 2
displays Screen 3, showing summary data for all the references obtained for this EMW, whether or
not they were used. This screen shows which references were not used, either because of their
reliability ranking or, in a few cases, because they were rejected.

Clicking on an “EMW ref id” on Screen 3 displays Screen 4, showing more detail for the selected
reference and how it was used. As detailed in the explanatory text on this screen, references from
internet sources that are still available may be viewed by clicking on “More info” in the Link to
reference column.
The screens have been designed to show clearly how the lower and upper estimates for the EMW of
each species category was obtained, including why certain references were used and why others were
not used (owning to the reliability ranking or to rejection on grounds of creditability).

Checking calculations
The data on Sheet1 of each spreadsheet were obtained from the MySQL database which holds all the
data for this study except the actual reference document files. Calculations are performed on this data
within the other sheets of each spreadsheet, which give the calculations of fish numbers shown on
Screens 1, 5 and 8.
Sheet1 of Spreadsheet1 shows the data used to estimate total average annual numbers of fish caught
from FAO recorded the capture tonnage and EMWs. Sheet3 and Sheet4 show the calculations
performed on the data in Sheet1 to obtain the total estimate. Sheet2 shows capture tonnage in Sheet1
totalled by year, for reconciliation with FAO data.
Sheet2 of Spreadsheet2 shows the calculation of the average proportion of mean weight to maximum
weight (which was used to estimate mean weights from maximum weights) using data for all the
references, these being contained in Sheet1. Sheet1 of Spreadsheet3 shows data used to obtain an
estimated mean weight range where this was based on a fish length. Sheet2 of this spreadsheet shows
the length-weight calculations performed on this data.
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Codes used in this study
The following codes, together with their descriptions, are listed in Appendix C and also on the
screen/spreadsheet given in brackets:
•
•
•
•
•

reliability ranking values (Screen 8, Sheet5 of Spreadsheet1_emws)
estimating methods (Sheet3 of Spreadsheet2_refs)
reference rejection reasons (Sheet4 of Spreadsheet2_refs)
length types (“length type” link from Screen 5, Sheet3 of Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs)
Length-weight calculation rejection reasons (Sheet3 of Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs).
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Figure 1. Data structure (Bachman) diagram for the data used in this study.
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Notes.
1. FAO fisheries capture statistics give capture tonnages for a number of species categories,
each of which comprises either a single species or a group of species.
2. Each FAO fish species category may have either a single species or a multi-species
estimated mean weight (EMW) obtained for it in this study. A multi-species EMW consists
of a single species EMW for the smallest relevant species in the group combined with a
single species EMW for the largest relevant species in the group. These “smallest
species”/”largest species” EMWs may, or may not, have a corresponding FAO species
category.
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3. A single species EMW may occasionally be based on another single species EMW where 2
or more FAO single species categories refer to the same species.
4. Each single species EMW is based on one or more fish size references for that species.
Occasionally, a fish size reference may consist of a reference to one for a similar related
species. Use of each reference may involve one (and only one) of the following types of
calculation:
• fish weight and corresponding numbers;
• fish weight at age and corresponding numbers at age
• fish weight at age and corresponding % numbers at age
• a fish length converted to a fish weight.
5. Length-weight calculations always require one or more length-weight conversion formulae
and sometimes involve one or more length-length conversion formulae.
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4
4.1

Screens
The study home page “Study to estimate the global annual numbers of fish
caught”.

Navigation
The study home page is available at the following link:
http://fishcount.org.uk/studydatascreens/frontpage.php.

Purpose
This screen provides a point of entry to Screens 1-12.
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4.2

Screen 1 “Estimated numbers of individuals in annual global capture tonnage
(FAO) of fish species (1999-2007)”

Navigation
Screen 1 may be accessed from the study home page (see 4.1) by clicking on the link “Screen 1:
Estimated numbers of individuals in annual global capture tonnage (FAO) of fish species (19992007)”.
This screen is more complex than the others as the user may scroll or page through the data displayed,
or display a summary page. Click on “Help” for help navigating around this screen.

Purpose
This screen shows the average annual capture tonnage for each fish species category reported by the
FAO, together with the corresponding estimated mean weight (EMW) and fish numbers where an
EMW was obtained. Capture tonnages for non fish species such as crustaceans are not shown.
For each species category for which a mean weight was estimated, the id of the estimated mean
weight (“EMW id”) is given. This EMW id is a hyperlink to Screen 2 giving summary data for the
mean weight estimate (more detail is accessible from Screen 2). A list of all EMWs in numerical
order may also be obtained on Screen 2 by clicking on the “Show All” link.
For each species category for which no estimated mean weight (EMW) was obtained e.g. “marine
fishes nei”, fish numbers were estimated using an extrapolated generic mean weight and this is shown
instead of an EMW.
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The derivation of extrapolated generic mean weight estimates, and total numbers of fish estimated, are
displayed in the totals section of the screen. This is obtained either by scrolling/paging to the end or
by clicking the “Last page (Summary)” link at the top of this screen and is shown below:

Data
The data shown on this screen are also viewable in Spreadsheet1_emws (Sheets 1,3 and 4). A table
describing the data shown on Screen 1, together with each corresponding spreadsheet column, is
given in Appendix A. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen
which is reproduced after the table in Appendix A.
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4.3

Screen 2 “EMW summary data for EMW-n”

Navigation
This screen may be accessed from Screen 1 by clicking on an “EMW id” link e.g “EMW-2”.

Purpose
This screen shows the summary data for a mean weight estimated in this study. Summary data for the
full list of EMWs can also be displayed by clicking the “Show All” link.
For most estimated mean weights, the EMW id on this screen will be a hyperlink to Screen 3 showing
summary details of the reference/s. Alternatively, the EMW may have been obtained from one or
more other EMWs. In such cases, an EMW id will be given for the “Smallest species in group EMW
id” and “Largest species in group EMW id” or for the “Same species EMW id” and these will be
hyperlinks instead.
The reliability ranking of each EMW is shown, and a full list of reliability rankings values and their
descriptions is available from the “level of reliability” link from Screen2.

Data
The data shown on this screen are also viewable in Spreadsheet1_emws (Sheet1). A table describing
the data shown on Screen 2, together with each corresponding spreadsheet column, is given in
12

Appendix A. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen which is
reproduced after the table in Appendix A.

4.4

Screen 3 “Reference data summary for EMW-n”

Navigation
This screen may be accessed from Screen 2 by clicking on the “EMW id” link e.g “EMW-6”.

Purpose
This screen shows the summary data for all the references obtained to estimate a mean weight. The
reliability ranking, together with the rejected reason code (if any), are shown for each reference. From
this it can be seen which references were not used due to the reliability ranking, or in a few cases,
because they were rejected on grounds of credibility.
Screen 4 may be accessed from this screen by clicking on a reference id (“EMW ref. id”).

Data
The data shown on this screen are also viewable in Spreadsheet2_refs (Sheet1). A table describing the
data shown on Screen 3, together with each corresponding spreadsheet column, is given in Appendix
A. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen which is reproduced
after the table in Appendix A.
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4.5

Screen 4 “Reference data detail for EMW-n (reference id: m)”

Navigation
This screen may be accessed from Screen 3 by clicking on an “EMW ref. id”.

Purpose
This screen shows data for a fish size reference potentially used to estimate the mean weight for the
species shown. If the reference is an internet one, and is still available, then it may be accessed by
clicking on the “more info” link under the “Link to Reference” heading. Note that this is an external
website.
In most cases, the estimated mean weight is based on a weight cited in the reference, in which case
this will be given in the “*** Fish Size Quote ***” column. In other cases, the EMW is based on a
cited fish length, which will also be given in the “*** Fish Size Quote ***” column. In such cases,
length-weight calculations are performed which may be viewed by clicking the “more info” link
under the “Length-weight calculations” heading.
In other cases, the EMW is obtained from calculations on figures given in tables of data in the
reference. In such cases, these calculations will be displayed on Screen 10, 11 or 12, accessed by
clicking on the “calculation detail” link shown at the bottom of the *** Explanatory Notes ***
column.
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The fishbase.org Species Summary screen for the species to which this EMW applies may be
accessed by clicking on the “more info” link under the “Link to fishbase.org species summary” on the
right of this screen.

Examples
Examples of references involving each of the different types of calculation discussed above may be
found by searching Sheet1 of Spreadsheet2_refs, as described in section 5.6. To view the data for each
such reference, select the relevant EMW from the full list of EMWs displayed on Screen 2 by clicking
the “Show All” link.

Data
The data shown on this screen are also viewable in Sheet1 of Spreadsheet2_refs. A table describing
the data shown on Screen 4, together with each corresponding spreadsheet column, is given in
Appendix A. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen which is
reproduced after the table in Appendix A.

4.6

Screen 5 “Length-weight calculations for: EMW-n (reference id: m)”

Navigation
This screen may be accessed from Screen 4 by clicking on the “more info” link under the “Lengthweight calculations” heading where this link is present.
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Purpose
This screen shows one or more length-weight calculations performed to convert a length given in the
reference to a weight. Each length-weight calculation may need to incorporate a length-length
calculation used to convert one length type (standard, total or fork length) to another.
Each length-weight calculation uses a length-weight relationship, obtained from fishbase.org, which
follow the formula:
Weight = a * Length

b

The details of this formula may be displayed by clicking on the “LW-q” link (where q is a number 1,
2, 3, 4…etc.) given under the “Length-weight formula id” heading, which gives values for a and b.
The details of the length-length formula used, if any, may be displayed by clicking on the “LL-r” link
(where r is a number 1, 2, 3, 4…etc.) given under the “Length-length formula id” heading. Lengthlength relationships take the form:
"To Length" = a + b * "From Length".
A full list of length types and their descriptions is available from the “length type” link from Screen5,
Screen6 and Screen7.

Examples
An example of a reference involving length-weight calculations is shown in the above screen shot and
more examples may be found in Sheet1 of Spreadsheet1_LW_calcs. Examples of references involving
length-length calculation may be found by searching Sheet1 of Spreadsheet1_LW_calcs for rows
where Length-length formula id is not blank. To view the data for each such reference, select the
relevant EMW from the full list of EMWs displayed on Screen 2 by clicking the “Show All” link.

Data
The data shown on this screen are also viewable in Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs (Sheet1 and 2).
A table describing the data shown on Screen 5, together with each corresponding spreadsheet column,
is given in Appendix A. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen
which is reproduced after the table in Appendix A.
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4.7

Screen 6 “Length-weight formula: EMW-n/LW-q”

Navigation
This screen may be accessed from Screen 5 by clicking on the “LW-q” link (where q is a number 1, 2,
3, 4…etc.) under the “Length-weight formula” heading.

Purpose
This screen shows the a and b values required for a length-weight relationship formula obtained from
fishbase.org which takes the form:
b
Weight = a * Length .

Data
The data shown on this screen are also viewable in Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs (Sheet1). A table
describing the data shown on Screen 6, together with each corresponding spreadsheet column, is
given in Appendix A. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen
which is reproduced after the table in Appendix A.
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4.8

Screen 7 “Length-Length conversion formula: EMW-n/LL-r”

Navigation
This screen may be accessed from Screen 5 by clicking on the “LL-r” link (where r is a number 1, 2,
3, 4…etc.) under the “Length-length formula” heading.

Purpose
This screen shows a length-length relationship formula obtained from fishbase.org. Length-length
relationships take the form:
"To Length" = a + b * "From Length".

Data
The data shown on this screen are also viewable in Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs (Sheet1). A table
describing the data shown on Screen 7, together with each corresponding spreadsheet column, is
given in Appendix A. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen
which is reproduced after the table in Appendix A.
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4.9

Screen 8 “Methods used to estimate mean weights for fish species”

Navigation
Screen 8 may be accessed from the study home page (see 4.1) by clicking on the link “Screen 8:
Methods used to estimate mean weights (EMWs) for fish species”.

Purpose
This screen has been developed for evaluation purposes. It shows the proportion of the estimate of
numbers obtained in this study for 1997-2007 which were calculated for:
1. Single-species categories by methods at each level of reliability ranking
2. Multi-species categories
3. Species for which an estimated mean weight (EMW) could not be obtained
It also shows the % of total capture by weight that was used for these various calculations.

Data
The data shown on this screen are also viewable in Spreadsheet1_emws (Sheet 5). A table describing
the data shown on Screen 8, together with each corresponding spreadsheet column, is given in
Appendix A. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen which is
reproduced after the table in Appendix A.
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4.10 Screen 9 - removed
Screen 9 has been removed.

4.11 Screen 10 “Calculations to estimate mean weight from fish capture data: EMWn/m”

Navigation
This screen may be accessed from Screen 4 by clicking on the “Calculation detail” link, if present, at
the bottom of the “*** Explanatory notes ***” column. Clicking on this link will display either
Screen 10, 11 or 12 according to the type of figures used from the reference.

Purpose
Screens 10-12 detail the data obtained from a fish size reference where this is not simply a cited
weight or length but where the estimated mean weight is calculated from data given in the reference.
Screen 10 shows the derivation of an estimated mean weight range obtained from figures for capture
tonnage and corresponding fish numbers. Note that this does not include figures with a breakdown by
age, which are presented on Screens 11 and 12.
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Examples
An example of a reference involving this type of calculation is shown in the above screen shot. More
examples may be found by searching Sheet1 of Spreadsheet1_refs, as described in section 5.6. To
view the data for each such reference, select the relevant EMW from the full list of EMWs displayed
on Screen 2 by clicking the “Show All” link.

Data
A table describing the data shown on Screen 10 is given in Appendix A. For a more detailed
explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen which is reproduced after the table in
Appendix A.

4.12 Screen 11 “Calculations to estimate mean weight from mean weight and numbers
at age data: EMW-n/m”

Navigation
This screen may be accessed from Screen 4 by clicking on the “Calculation detail” link, if present, at
the bottom of the “*** Explanatory notes ***” column. Clicking on this link will display Screen 10,
11 or 12 according to the type of figures used from the reference.
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Purpose
Screens 10, 11 and 12 detail the data obtained from a fish size reference where this is not simply a
cited weight or length but where the estimated mean weight is calculated from data given in the
reference. Screen 11 shows the derivation of an estimated mean weight range obtained from figures
for mean weight at age and corresponding numbers.

Examples
An example of a reference involving this type of calculation is shown in the above screen shot. More
examples may be found by searching Sheet1 of Spreadsheet1_refs, as described in section 5.6. To
view the data for each such reference, select the relevant EMW from the full list of EMWs displayed
on Screen 2 by clicking the “Show All” link.

Data
A table describing the data shown on Screen 11 is given in Appendix A. For a more detailed
explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen which is reproduced after the table in
Appendix A.

4.13 Screen 12 “Calculations to estimate mean weight from mean weight and %
numbers at age data: EMW-n/m”
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Navigation
This screen may be accessed from Screen 4 by clicking on the “Calculation detail” link, if present, at
the bottom of the “*** Explanatory notes ***” column. Clicking on this link will display either
Screen 10, 11 or 12 according to the type of figures used from the reference.

Purpose
Screens 10, 11 and 12 detail the data obtained from a fish size reference where this is not simply a
cited weight or length but where the estimated mean weight is calculated from data given in the
reference. Screen 12 shows the derivation of an estimated mean weight range obtained from figures
for mean weight at age and the corresponding percentage of numbers.

Examples
An example of a reference involving this type of calculation is shown in the above screen shot. More
examples may be found by searching Sheet1 of Spreadsheet1_refs, as described in section 5.6. To
view the data for each such reference, select the relevant EMW from the full list of EMWs displayed
on Screen 2 by clicking the “Show All” link.

Data
A table describing the data shown on Screen 10 is given in Appendix A. For a more detailed
explanation of the data, see the corresponding help screen which is reproduced after the table in
Appendix A.
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5

Spreadsheets

See section 1 for details of where to obtain Spreadsheet1_emws, Spreadsheet2_refs and
Spreadsheet2_LW_calc.

5.1

Spreadsheet1_emws Sheet1

Purpose
Sheet1 of Spreadsheet1_emws shows FAO reported capture tonnages, estimated mean weight ranges
and other key data used to estimate the numbers of fish caught each year. This data was obtained from
the database for this study. Calculations on this data are performed in Sheets 2-5 and give the
calculations shown on Screens 1 and 8.

Data
A table describing the data shown on Sheet1 of Spreadsheet1_emws, together with each
corresponding screen column, is given in Appendix B. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see
the corresponding help screen which is reproduced in Appendix A.
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5.2

Spreadsheet1_emws Sheet2

Purpose
Sheet2 of Spreadsheet1_emws calculates the total annual capture tonnage by year from data in Sheet1
(data in Sheet1 was obtained from the database for this study). Total fisheries capture tonnage for
each year may be checked for reconciliation with FAO data1 using “FishStat” installed on a PC.

Data
A table describing the data shown on Sheet2 of Spreadsheet1_emws is given in Appendix B.

1

FAO FishStat "Capture Production 1950‐2007 (Release Date: February 2009)"
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5.3

Spreadsheet1_emws Sheet2

Purpose
Sheet3 of Spreadsheet1_emws shows the calculation of the average annual capture tonnage for 19992007 for each species category, together with the estimated numbers, shown on the main part of
Screen 1 (i.e. not the summary page/section) using data in Sheet1 (obtained from the database for this
study).
For species categories for which an EMW was obtained, the estimated numbers are calculated by
dividing average annual capture tonnage by the EMW. For species categories for which no EMW was
obtained, the estimated numbers are calculated by dividing average annual capture tonnage by the
generic mean weight for the class (generic mean weights are calculated on Sheet4).

Data
A table describing the data shown on Sheet3 of Spreadsheet1_emws, together with each
corresponding screen column, is given in Appendix B. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see
the corresponding help screen which is reproduced in Appendix A.
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5.4

Spreadsheet1_emws Sheet4

Purpose
Sheet4 of Spreadsheet1_emws shows how the estimate of the total number of fish caught was
obtained from estimated fish numbers for FAO species categories with an EMW. These are the
calculations performed on Screen 1 (i.e. the totals section/summary page) and use the data in Sheet3
calculated from Sheet1 (obtained from the database for this study).

Data
A table describing the data shown on Sheet4 of Spreadsheet1_emws, together with each
corresponding screen column, is given in Appendix B. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see
the corresponding help screen which is reproduced in Appendix A.
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5.5

Spreadsheet1_emws Sheet5

Purpose
Sheet5 is for evaluation purposes. It shows the proportion of the estimate of numbers obtained in this
study for 1997-2007 which were calculated for:
1. Single-species FAO categories by methods at each level of reliability ranking
2. Multi-species FAO categories
3. Species for which an estimated mean weight (EMW) could not be obtained.
It also shows the % of total capture by weight that was used for these various calculations.
Sheet5 performs its calculations using the data in Sheet1 (which was obtained from the database for
this study) and shows the calculations performed on Screen8.

Data
A table describing the data shown on Sheet5 of Spreadsheet1_emws, together with each
corresponding screen column, is given in Appendix B. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see
the corresponding help screen which is reproduced in Appendix A.
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5.6

Spreadsheet2_refs Sheet1

Purpose
Sheet1 of Spreadsheet2_refs shows details of the references obtained (whether used or not) for
estimating mean weights for FAO species categories in this study. All such details are shown with the
exception of:
1. Length-weight relationship data (which are given in Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs)
2. Any calculations to estimate a mean weight range from tables of figures given in the reference
(as shown on Screens 10-12).
The data on Sheet1 of Spreadsheet2_refs is obtained from the database which holds all the data for
this study except the actual reference document files. The data given in this sheet are displayed on
Screens 3 and 4.
This spreadsheet may be used to search for specific types of references. The following types of data
apply only to certain references, and the corresponding screens may only be accessed for those
reference ids:
•

Length-weight calculations (Screen 5)
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•
•
•
•

Length-length calculations (Screen 7)
Weight and numbers calculations (Screen 10)
Numbers and mean weight at age calculations (Screen 11)
% Numbers and mean weight at age calculations (Screen 12).

To search for references involving the above types of data, look for rows as indicated in the table
below:
Type of data
length-weight calculations
length-length calculations
weight and numbers calculations
numbers and mean weight at age
% numbers and mean weight at age

Screen
5
7
10
11
12

Column in Sheet1 of Spreadsheet2_refs
Length weight calculations? is set to “Y”
See section 5.8.
Tables and calculations ind? is set to “T1”
Tables and calculations ind? is set to “T2”
Tables and calculations ind? is set to “T3”

Data
A table describing the data shown on Sheet1 of Spreadsheet2_refs, together with each corresponding
screen column, is given in Appendix B. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the
corresponding help screen which is reproduced in Appendix A.
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5.7

Spreadsheet2_refs Sheet2

Purpose
This sheet calculates the mean fraction of average weight to maximum weight using data in Sheet1
(Sheet1 shows details of all references obtained to estimate mean weights for FAO species categories
except length-weight relationship data and was obtained from the database for this study). This
fraction is used for estimates based on maximum weights.

Data
A table describing the data shown on Sheet2 of Spreadsheet2_refs, together with each corresponding
screen column, is given in Appendix B. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the
corresponding help screen which is reproduced in Appendix A.
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5.8

Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs Sheet1

Purpose
Sheet1 of Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs shows the data for which length-weight calculations were
performed to estimate mean weights from lengths. These data were obtained from the database for
this study. The data given in this sheet are also displayed on Screen 5.
This spreadsheet may be used to search for specific types of length-weight data e.g. to search for
references involving length-length calculations, look for rows where Length-length formula id is not
blank.

Data
A table describing the data shown on Sheet1 of Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs, together with each
corresponding screen column, is given in Appendix B. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see
the corresponding help screen which is reproduced in Appendix A.
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5.9

Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs Sheet2

Purpose
Sheet2 of Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs shows the calculations performed to estimate fish weights from
fish lengths, shown on Screen 5, using data in Sheet1.

Data
A table describing the data shown on Sheet2 of Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs, together with each
corresponding screen column, is given in Appendix B. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see
the corresponding help screen which is reproduced in Appendix A.
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6

Appendix A - Screen Layouts and Help Screens

The tables below give a brief description of the data items shown on each screen, and the
corresponding spreadsheet columns. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the
corresponding help screen which is reproduced here following each table.

6.1

Screen 1 “Estimated numbers of individuals in annual global capture tonnage
(FAO) of fish species (1999-2007)”

Screen 1 table columns
Column heading
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9
10

11
12

13

Description

Line
Species

The sequence in the table displayed on screen
A species category in FAO reported fish capture.
The scientific name is given in brackets.
Class
The taxonomic class to which the species contained
in this FAO species category (2) belong(s).
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for this
FAO species category (2).
Estimated mean weight
The estimated mean weight, if any, for this FAO
(EMW) (g)
species category (2).
EMW id
The id of the estimated mean weight, if any, obtained
in this study for this FAO species category (2). This
is a hyperlink to Screen 2.
Generic mean weight (g) Applies only to FAO species categories without an
EMW where the EMW id (6) will be blank. Set to the
generic estimated mean weight (13) calculated for
this class (3). If none exists, then this is set to the
generic mean weight for all classes.
Estimated numbers
Estimated fish number range for average annual
(millions)
capture tonnage (4) for this FAO species category
(2). Obtained by dividing (4) by (5) or (7).
Totals for all species
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (4) totalled for all
FAO species categories. Equal to (25).
Estimated numbers
The estimated fish number range for the average
(millions)
annual capture tonnage (9) totalled for all FAO
species categories. Equal to (26).
Single species with an EMW:
Class
A taxonomic class identified for FAO fish species
categories or “All classes”.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (4) totalled for this
class (11) for FAO single species categories (2) for
which an estimated mean weight (EMW) (6) was
obtained.
Generic mean weight (g) The overall mean weight obtained for this class (11)
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Column in
Spreadsheet1_emws
NA
Sheet3: column 1,
Sheet1: column 14
Sheet3: column 2
Sheet3: column 5
Sheet3: columns 3, 4
Sheet1: column 13

Sheet3: columns 8, 9

Sheet3: columns 3,4
and 6,7

Sheet4: column 21
Sheet4: columns 22,
23

Sheet4: column 1
Sheet4: column 2

Sheet4: columns 5, 6

18

from dividing (12) by (14).
Estimated numbers
The estimated fish number range for the average
(millions)
annual capture tonnage (12) totalled for this class
(11) for FAO single species categories (2) with an
EMW (6).
Multi species with an EMW:
Class
A taxonomic class identified for FAO fish species
categories or “All classes”.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (4) totalled for this
class (15) for FAO multi-species categories (2) for
which an estimated mean weight (EMW) (6) was
obtained.
Estimated numbers
The estimated fish number range for the average
(millions)
annual capture tonnage (16) totalled for this class
(15) for FAO multi-species categories (2) with an
EMW (6).
All species with an EMW:
Class
”All classes”
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Capture (T)

14

15
16

17

20

21
22

23

24

25
26

27

Average annual capture tonnage (4) totalled for all
FAO species categories (2) for which an estimated
mean weight (EMW) (6) was obtained.
Estimated numbers
The estimated fish number range for the average
(millions)
annual capture tonnage (19) totalled for all FAO
species categories (2) with an EMW (6).
Species without an EMW:
Class
A taxonomic class identified for FAO fish species
categories or “All classes”.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (4) totalled for this
class (21) all FAO species categories (2) for which
no estimated mean weight (EMW) (6) was obtained.
Estimated numbers
The estimated fish number range for the average
(millions)
annual capture tonnage (22) totalled for this class
(21) for all FAO species categories (2) with no EMW
(6).
Generic mean weight (g) The generic mean weight (13) for this class (21) or, if
none exists, that for all classes combined.
Total fish capture
Capture (T)
Totalled average annual capture tonnage (4) for all
the FAO fish species categories.
Estimated numbers
The estimated fish number range for the average
(millions)
annual capture tonnage (4) totalled for all FAO fish
species categories (2).
Totals
Capture (T)
Total average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007)
for all the FAO species categories.

Help Screen for Screen 1
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Sheet4: columns 3, 4

Sheet4: column 7
Sheet4: column 8

Sheet4: column 9, 10

Sheet4: column 11
(where Class=”All
classes”)
Sheet4: column 12
(where Class=”All
classes”)
Sheet4: columns 13,
14 (where Class=”All
classes”)
Sheet4: column 15
Sheet4: column 16

Sheet4: column 19, 20

Sheet4: column 17, 18

Sheet4: column 21
Sheet4: columns 22,
23

Sheet4: column 24

Help screen for
Estimated numbers of individuals in annual global capture tonnage (FAO) of fish
species
Sort by species
This link is shown when the capture is displayed in order of capture tonnage. Click this link to
display capture in alphabetical order by species.
Sort by capture tonnage
This link is shown when the capture is displayed in order of species. Click this link to display
capture in order of capture tonnage.
Show All
Click this link to display the full table without pagination. This may be the best option for printing.
First Page
Click this link to display the first page of data only. You can then display the data 1 page at a time.
Last Page (Summary)
Click this link to display the last page which is a summary of the data.
Previous Page
Click this link to display the previous page when displaying 1 page at a time.
Next Page
Click this link to display the next page when displaying 1 page at a time.
Line
The sequence in the table displayed.
Species
A species or group of species reported in FAO fisheries capture statistics. Fish species only are
shown.
Class
The taxonomic class to which the species contained in this FAO species category (Species)
belong.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for this FAO species category (Species).
Estimated mean weight (EMW) (g)
The estimated mean weight, if any, for this FAO species category (Species).
EMW id
The id of the estimated mean weight, if any, obtained in this study for this FAO species category
(Species). This is a hyperlink to Screen 2.
Generic mean weight (g)
This is used only for FAO species categories without an estimated mean weight where the EMW id
will be blank. This is set to the generic estimated mean weight calculated for this Class. If none
exists, then this is set to the generic mean weight for all classes. Generic mean weights are
calculated from estimated numbers for Single Species with an EMW in the Totals section of this
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screen obtained by scrolling/paging to the end or by clicking on Last Page (Summary).
Estimated numbers (millions)
The estimated fish number range for the average annual Capture (T) for this FAO species category
(Species). This is obtained by dividing Capture (T) by Estimated mean weight (EMW) (g) or by
Generic mean weight (EMW) (g).
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6.2

Screen 2 “EMW summary data for EMW-n”

Screen 2 table columns
Column heading

Description

1

EMW id

2

FAO Species category

3
4

Scientific name
A multi-species
category?
Estimated mean weight
(lower) (g)
Estimated mean weight
(upper) (g)
Smallest species in
group EMW id
Largest species in group
EMW id
Same species EMW id

The id of an estimated mean weight obtained in this
study for an FAO species category. This is a
hyperlink to Screen 3.
The FAO species category to which this EMW id
(1) applies. This will be a hyperlink to a window
displaying explanatory notes for this category
where these notes exist.
The Scientific name for (2).
This is set to “Y” if this FAO species category (2)
contains more than 1 species. “N” otherwise.
Lower end of the mean weight range estimated for
this FAO species category (2).
Upper end of the mean weight range estimated for
this FAO species category (2).
This is the EMW id for the smallest species where
the EMW is based on a smallest and largest species.
This is the EMW id for the largest species where
the EMW is based on a smallest and largest species.
Sometimes there is more than one FAO species
category for the same species which may be
different subspecies. In such cases, the estimated
mean weight range is derived for one of the FAO
species categories, and the estimated mean weight
ranges of the other FAO categories are based on
this.
This is the reliability ranking for the references
used to estimate the lower end of the EMW.
This is the reliability ranking for the references
used to estimate the upper end of the EMW.
This is the lower of the lower (10) and upper (11)
reliability ranking i.e. the higher of the 2 numbers.
This indicates the reliability of the least reliable
data used, with a value of 1 indicating the most
reliable data.
Maximum weight for this species. This is not
shown for multi-species categories.

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13

Reliability ranking for
Lower EMW
Reliability ranking for
upper EMW
Overall reliability
ranking for this EMW

Maximum weight

Help Screen for Screen 2
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Column in
Spreadsheet1_emws
Sheet1: column 13

Sheet1: column 1 and 25

Sheet1: column 14
Sheet1: column 15
Sheet1: column 19
Sheet1: column 20
Sheet1: column 16
Sheet1: column 17
Sheet1: column 18

Sheet1: column 22
Sheet1: column 23
Sheet1: column 21

Sheet1: column 24

Help screen for
EMW summary data
Show All
Click this link to display all EMWs in numerical order.
EMW id
"Estimated mean weight" id. An EMW id which is numeric, e.g. EMW-2, indicates the estimated
mean weight is for an FAO species category. An EMW id ending with 'a' or 'b' indicates the
estimated mean weight is for a species that is not an FAO species category. E.g. EMW-2a is the
EMW id for Gilled lungfish which is not an FAO species category but which is used to estimate the
mean weight for EMW-2 African lungfishes.
FAO species category
A species or group of species reported in FAO fisheries capture statistics.
A multi-species category?
Y indicates the FAO species category includes more than 1 species.
Lower (or upper) estimated mean weight (EMW)
The lower (or upper) end of the estimated mean weight range.
Smallest (or largest) species in group EMW id
For categories that include more than 1 species, the estimated mean weight range is (usually)
based on an estimated mean weight for the smallest and largest relevant species, combined to give
a range.
Same species EMW id
Sometimes there is more than one FAO species category for the same species. These may be
different subspecies. In such cases, the estimated mean weight range is derived for one of the FAO
species categories, and the estimated mean weight ranges of the other FAO categories are based
on this.
Reliability ranking for Lower (or upper) EMW
This number indicates the type of data used to calculate the lower (or upper) end of the estimated
mean weight range. The lower this number, the better the data is likely to be. For single species
categories, the reliability rankings for the lower and upper end of the estimated mean weight range
are usually the same because they are usually based on the same fish size data. However, it is
possible for them to be different for a single species category. Some fish size references apply to
only the lower or upper end, resulting in different references being used for each. For example,
"most fish caught in commercial catches weigh less than 1000g" gives an upper end but not a lower
end.
Overall reliability ranking
This number indicates the type of data used to calculate the estimated mean weight range as a
whole. If the reliability ranking of the lower end of the estimated mean weight range differs from that
of the upper end, the overall reliability ranking will be the higher figure (i.e. the lower ranking).
For example, suppose we have a multi-species FAO species category "A" for which the smallest
and largest species are species "S" and species "L" respectively. Suppose, in this example, that the
estimated mean weight range for species S and L are respectively 100-150g and 1000-1200g,
giving an overall estimated mean weight range of 100-1200g. In this example, the estimated mean
weight of 100-150g for species S is obtained from average weight data. The estimated mean
weight of 1000-1200g for species L is obtained from converting common lengths to weights. The
reliability ranking for average weight data is 1 and that for common lengths is 3 (lengths being less
reliable than average weights). The reliability rankings for the lower and upper ends of the
estimated mean weight range for FAO species category A are therefore 1 and 3 respectively. The
overall reliability ranking is therefore 3
Max weight (g)
Maximum weight for this species. This is the maximum published weight obtained from
fishbase.org, unless a reference citing a larger size has also been obtained. This is not shown for
multi-species categories.
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6.3

Screen 3 “Reference data summary for EMW-n”

Screen 3 table columns
Column heading

Description

1

EMW id

2

EMW ref. id

3

FAO Species category

4

Species

5
6

Scientific name
Estimated mean weight
(lower) (g)

7

Estimated mean weight
(upper) (g)

8

Used for lower or upper
EMW figure

9

Rejected reason code

10

Reliability ranking of
this method
EMW set to the min
allowed value?

The id of an estimated mean weight obtained in this Sheet1: column 2
study for an FAO species category.
References are assigned an id m where m is an
Sheet1: column 7
integer starting with 1 for each EMW id. This is a
hyperlink to screen 4.
The FAO species category to which this EMW id
Sheet1: column 3
(1) applies.
The species for which the mean weight is estimated. Sheet1: column 4
This will be different from (3) in cases where the
estimated mean weight applies to the smallest or
largest species of a multi species category.
The Scientific name for (4).
Sheet1: column 5
Sheet1: column 14
Lower end of the mean weight that would be
estimated for this species (4) if based on this
reference alone. This shows the value after any
adjustment to the minimum allowed fish weight
(see (11)).
Sheet1: column 15
Upper end of the mean weight that would be
estimated for this species (4) if based on this
reference alone. This shows the value after any
adjustment to the minimum allowed fish weight
(see (11)).
Sheet1: column 10
Usually set to “Both” indicating that the fish size
given in the reference applies to both the lower and
upper end of the mean weight range. Set to “Upper”
or “Lower” if the reference applies to only one end
of the range.
Sheet1: column 8
This is set on references that have been “rejected”
i.e. eliminated from use because they are considered
not credible for some reason. The code indicates
this reason for which the text description is
obtained by clicking on it.
This is the reliability ranking for the data used from Sheet1: column 16
this reference.
Set to “Y” where (7) and/or (6) has been adjusted to Sheet1: column 13
the minimum allowed fish weight because they
were originally lower than this minimum. The
minimum allowed fish weight is the lowest
estimated mean weight (EMW) obtained for data of
reliability ranking 1.
Information on the size type where available, taken Sheet1: column 30

11

12

Size type

Column in
Spreadsheet2_refs
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13

EMW method

from the reference. Not used in any calculations.
Description of the method used to estimate a mean
weight from the fish size data given in this
reference.

Sheet1: column 19

Help Screen for Screen 3
Help screen for
Reference data summary
EMW ref. id
"Estimated mean weight" reference id. References are assigned an id m where m is an integer
starting with 1 for each EMW id. This is a hyperlink to screen 4.
FAO species category
A species or group of species reported in FAO fisheries capture statistics.
Species
The species for which the mean weight is estimated. This will be different from FAO species
category in cases where the estimated mean weight applies to the smallest or largest species of a
multi species category.
Scientific name
The Scientific name for Species.
Lower (or upper) estimated mean weight (EMW)
The lower (or upper) end of the estimated mean weight range weight that would be estimated for
this Species if based on this reference alone.
Used for lower or upper EMW figure?
This indicates whether the fish size data applies to both the lower and upper end of the estimated
mean weight range, or just one of them. "Both" means it does e.g. "the average weight is 1-2 Kg".
"Upper" means the fish size data applies to the upper end only of the range e.g. "most fish taken in
commercial catches are less than 1 Kg". "Lower" means the fish size data applies to the lower end
only e.g. "fish exceeding 2 Kg are commonly taken in catches".
Rejected reason code
Some references have been excluded from the estimating process because they are judged to be
unreliable. For example, there may be some ambiguity regarding the species they refer to.
Whereas some references are not used because better references are available (i.e. ones with a
higher reliability ranking), rejected references are NEVER used, regardless of what other
references are, or aren't, available. While it could be argued that such references should not be
included (i.e. visible) in the analysis, they are being displayed in order to give a full account of the
method of processing references.
Reliability ranking of this method
This number indicates relative reliability of the method used in estimating the mean weight range
from the fish size data. The lower this number, the better the data is likely to be.
EMW set to the min allowed value?
Set to "Y" where Lower (or upper) estimated mean weight (EMW) has been adjusted to the
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minimum allowed fish weight because they were originally lower than this minimum. In order to help
address the risk of underestimating the mean weight for a species where less reliable methods are
being used, a minimum fish size is used. This is the smallest fish size obtained by the most reliable
method (i.e. where the reliability ranking is 1) and equates to 3.1g. Any estimated mean weight
range which is partly or wholly less than 3.1g is adjusted to this value. This process helps to ensure
that an unreliable figure doesn't excessively inflate our upper estimate for numbers of fish caught.
Size type
Additional information of the type of fish size data provided by this reference e.g. whether it
corresponds to a market size; a commercial capture size or the size of fish caught in a survey.
“Market size” references are generally only used if indicated to be for wild caught fish (or if the
species is not indicated to be a farmed species on fishbase.org) and if the weight given is a “whole
round” weight.
EMW method type
The derivation of estimated mean weight ranges from different types fish size data are called
"methods". Different methods require different types of calculation. For example, estimates based
on common lengths require calculations to convert lengths to weights (using length-weight
formulae). The type of method used depends on the type of fish size data being used and
determines the reliability ranking of the reference.
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6.4

Screen 4 “Reference data detail for EMW-n (reference id: m)”

Screen 4 table columns
Column heading

Description

Column in
Spreadsheet2_refs

1

EMW id

2

EMW ref. id

3

FAO Species category

4

Species

5
6

Scientific name
Estimated mean weight
(lower) (g)

7

Estimated mean weight
(upper) (g)

8

Used for lower or upper
EMW figure

9

EMW method

10

Similar species EMW id

11

Length-weight
calculations

12
13

Fish Size Quote
Explanatory Notes

The id of an estimated mean weight obtained in this Sheet1: column 2
study for an FAO species category.
References are assigned an id m where m is an
Sheet1: column 7
integer starting with 1 for each EMW id.
The FAO species category to which this EMW id
Sheet1: column 3
(1) applies.
The species for which the mean weight is estimated. Sheet1: column 4
This will be different from (3) in cases where the
estimated mean weight applies to the smallest or
largest species of a multi species category.
The Scientific name for (4).
Sheet1: column 5
Lower end of the mean weight that would be
Sheet1: column 11
estimated for this species (4) if based on this
reference alone. This shows the value prior to any
adjustment to the minimum allowed fish weight.
Upper end of the mean weight that would be
Sheet1: column 12
estimated for this species (4) if based on this
reference alone. This shows the value prior to any
adjustment to the minimum allowed fish weight.
Sheet1: column 10
Usually set to “Both” indicating that the fish size
given in the reference applies to both the lower and
upper end of the mean weight range. Set to “Upper”
or “Lower” if the reference applies to only one end
of the range.
Description of the method used to estimate a mean
Sheet1: column 19
weight from the fish size data given in this
reference.
Occasionally the estimated mean weight is based on Sheet1: column 25
that of a related species, in which case this column
will contain an EMW id.
Sheet1: column 17
Set to “more info” (a hyperlink to Screen 5) if
length-weight calculations were performed for this
reference, “NONE” otherwise. Length-weight
calculations are performed if the fish size data used
is a length and if sufficient length-weight data is
available on fishbase.org.
The section of text citing the fish size.
Sheet1: column 23
Additional information of how the fish size was
Sheet1: column 24
obtained from the reference document. Where
If the “Calculation
calculation has been performed on the data obtained detail” link is shown on
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14
15
16

Link to reference
Reference document
Reference url (or book)

17

Link to FishBase.org
Species Summary
Species not given ind

18

in the reference, a “Calculation detail” link is given
at the bottom. This is a hyperlink to Screen 10, 11
or 12.
Hyperlink to (15) if available in the internet.
Details the reference document e.g. its title.
This is the url for (15) if it was obtained from the
internet. Gives the book details if (15) is a book.
Hyperlink to the Species Summary page on
fishbase.org for the species in (4).
The value in this column (S, 1, 2, 3 or blank)
indicates how the scientific name of the species to
which the reference applies was identified where it
was not given as equal to the scientific name (5).
Some explanation is given in Explanatory notes
(13) when this value is non blank. For explanation
of these values see the help screen for Screen 4
(reproduced below).

Screen 4 then a value of
“T1”, “T2” or “T3” is
given in column 33.
Sheet1: column 21
Sheet1: column 20
Sheet1: column 21
Sheet1: column 31
Sheet1: column 32

Help Screen for Screen 4
Help screen for
Reference data detail
EMW ref. id
"Estimated mean weight" reference id. References are assigned an id m where m is an integer
starting with 1 for each EMW id.
Species
The species for which the mean weight is estimated.
Scientific name
The Scientific name for Species.
Lower (or upper) estimated mean weight (EMW)
The lower (or upper) end of the estimated mean weight range that would be estimated for this
Species if based on this reference alone. This shows the value prior to any adjustment to the
minimum allowed fish weight (see help notes for EMW set to the min allowed value? on Screen
3).
Used for lower or upper EMW figure?
This indicates whether the fish size data applies to both the lower and upper end of the estimated
mean weight range, or just one of them. "Both" means it does e.g. "the average weight is 1-2 Kg".
"Upper" means the fish size data applies to the upper end only of the range e.g. "most fish taken in
commercial catches are less than 1 Kg". "Lower" means the fish size data applies to the lower end
only e.g. "fish exceeding 2 Kg are commonly taken in catches".
EMW method
The derivation of estimated mean weight ranges from different types fish size data are called
"methods". Different methods require different types of calculation. For example, estimates based
on common lengths require calculations to convert lengths to weights (using length-weight
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formulae). The type of method used depends on the type of fish size data being used and
determines the reliability ranking of the reference.
Similar species EMW id
This applies where the method is to obtain a mean weight estimate based on that for a similar
species.
Length-weight calculations
Set to "more info" (a hyperlink to Screen 5) if length-weight calculations were performed for this
reference, blank otherwise. Length-weight calculations are performed if the fish size data used is a
length and if sufficient length-weight data is available on fishbase.org.
*** Fish Size Quote ***
This is the fish size quoted in the reference. This may be blank where the fish size is calculated
from data given in the reference, in which case details will be given in *** Explanatory notes ***.
*** Explanatory notes ***
This provides additional information to the *** Fish size quote ***. It also provides explanation of
how the fish size was obtained from the information in the reference where some calculation was
performed (for example, where a mean weight is derived from tables of capture weight and fish
numbers). In such cases, these calculations may be viewed by clicking on the "Calculation detail"
link which appears at the bottom of this column.
The scientific and common names of the species referred to in the reference are given in this
column, where not given in *** Fish Size Quote *** or Reference document. In cases where this
scientific name is not given, or differs from the scientific name displayed for this EMW, then
explanation is provided e.g. where the reference scientific name and EMW scientific names are
synonyms.
Link to reference
Hyperlink to the reference document if available on the internet.
Reference document
Details the reference document e.g. its title.
Reference URL (or book)
The internet address (if any) from which the reference document was obtained. Gives the book
details if Reference document is a book.
Link to FishBase.org Species Summary
Hyperlink to the Species Summary page on fishbase.org for Species. Occasionally this link
displays the fishbase.org home page instead of the species summary page. If this happens, enter
the scientific name in the "Genus + Species" search field to search fishbase.org for this species.
Species not given ind
The value in this column indicates how the scientific name of the species to which the reference
applies was identified (using fisbase.org) where it was not given as equal to the scientific name.
Some explanation is given in *** Explanatory notes *** when this value is non blank.

S – A scientific name was given in the reference that is a synonym of scientific name.
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1 – According to fishbase.org, there is only one scientific name corresponding to the common name
given in the reference, which was taken as the scientific name to which the reference applies.

2 – All common names matching the name given in the reference, and that were judged to be for
relevant countries, refer to the same scientific name which was taken as the scientific name to
which the reference applies. E.g. reference 2 for EMW-338 gives size data for “Wahoo” but does
not give the scientific name. According to fishbase.org, all common names, including USA and UK
ones, of “Wahoo” correspond to Acanthocybium solandri except for one name for the Phillipines
which corresponds to Makaira mazara . Since the reference is a US one, the latter name was
judged not relevant, and the reference assumed to refer to Acanthocybium solandri.

3 – The scientific name corresponding to the common name given in the reference could not be
uniquely identified. In such cases, the reference is rejected.
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6.5

Screen 5 “Length-weight calculations for: EMW-n (reference id: m)”

Screen 5 table columns
Column heading

Description

Column in
Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs

1

EMW id

Sheet1: column 1

2

EMW reference id

3

Length-weight
calculation id

4

FAO Species category

5

Species

6
7
8
9

Scientific name
Original length type
Length type assumed
(if none given)
Original length lower

10

Original length upper

11

Sex to which this
length applies
Length type used in
LW calculation

The id of an estimated mean weight obtained in
this study.
References are assigned an id m where m is an
integer starting with 1 for each EMW id.
Length-weight calculations are assigned an id p
where p is an integer starting with 1 for each
EMW reference id.
The FAO species category to which this EMW
id (1) applies.
The species for which the mean weight is
estimated. This will be different from (4) in
cases where the estimated mean weight applies
to the smallest or largest species of a multi
species category.
The Scientific name for (5).
The length type given in the reference
The length type used where none given in the
reference.
This is the lower end of the length range being
converted in this calculation. (9) and (10)
together will equal either the quoted length
range or just the lower or upper end of it (see the
help notes for this screen).
This is the upper end of the length range being
converted in this calculation. (9) and (10)
together will equal either the quoted length
range or just the lower or upper end of it (see the
help notes for this screen).
Sex to which the length range given in the
reference applies, if stated.
Length type of the length converted to a weight.
This will equal (7) or (8) unless the length is
first converted to a different length type.
Lower end of the length range converted to a
weight with a length-weight formula. This will
equal (9) unless the length is first converted to a
different length type.
Upper end of the length range converted to a
weight with a length-weight formula. This will
equal (10) unless the length is first converted to

12

13

Lower length used in
LW calculation

14

Upper length used in
LW calculation
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Sheet1: column 4
Sheet1: column 5

Spreadsheet1_emws, Sheet1:
column 1
Sheet1: column 2

Sheet1: column 3
Sheet1: column 6
Sheet1: column 7
Sheet1: column 8

Sheet1: column 9

Sheet1: column 10
Sheet1: column 11

Sheet2: column 7

Sheet2: column 8

15
16
17
18
19

Length-length formula
id
Length-weight formula
id
Calculated weight
lower (g)
Calculated weight
upper (g)
Good match LW
formula?

20

Rejected reason code

21

Notes
Overall Result
Calculated weight
lower (g)
Calculated weight
upper (g)

22
23

a different length type.
This and (1) identify the length-length
conversion formula used, if any.
This and (1) identify the length-weight
conversion formula used.
Lower end of the weight range obtained from
applying length-weight formula to (13).
Upper end of the weight range obtained from
applying length-weight formula to (14).
This is set to ‘N’ if the length-weight formula
used (16) is not a good match for the length
being converted ((13) and (14)) and blank
otherwise. See the help screen notes in the next
section for greater explanation.
This is set on LW calculations that have been
“rejected” for any reason. Some may be rejected
because they are not a “good match” i.e. (19) is
set to “N” when ones that are a “good match”
exist. The code indicates this reason for which
the text description is obtained by clicking on it.
Notes for the LW calculation.

Sheet1: column 14
Sheet1: column 24
Sheet2: column 9
Sheet2: column 10
Sheet2: column 11

Sheet1: column 13

Sheet1: column 12

Lowest value of (17).

NA

Highest value of (18).

NA

Help Screen for Screen 5
Help screen for
Length-weight calculations
EMW ref. id
"Estimated mean weight" reference id. References are assigned an id m where m is an integer
starting with 1 for each EMW id.
Length-weight calculation id
Length-weight calculations are assigned an id p where p is an integer starting with 1 for each EMW
reference id.
Fish lengths are converted to weights using length-weight relationship formulae available from
fishbase.org. The number of length-weight calculations done will depend on the number of lengthweight relationship formulae available for the species.
Fish lengths are measured in a number different ways, and so any given fish length is of a
particular length type e.g. TL (total length). Length-weight relationships correspond to a specific
length type and length range, as well as to a particular species. Sometimes it is necessary to
convert the fish length from one type to another, using length-length formulae, in order to use a
length-weight formula.
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We define the available length-weight formulae for a species as being either "good" or "less good"
according to how well the formula matches the length we are trying to convert to a weight. This is
discussed below for the Good match LW formula? column. All available "good" length-weight
formulae are used (at least all those not requiring length-length conversion). "Less good"
relationship formulae are only used where "good" ones are not available, and then only those
nearest to the length being converted are used.
Original length type
This is the length type for the length quoted in the fish size reference. Fish lengths are measured in
different ways, each of which is a different length type.
Length type assumed (if none given)
If the fish size reference does not indicate the length type, then it is normally assumed to be "TL"
(Total length) unless other data suggests otherwise.
Original length lower and upper
The original length lower and upper values represent the length being converted to a weight by this
length-weight formula. This will equal either the quoted length range or one end of it. Because
length-weight relationship formulae are specified for a particular length range, it may be necessary
to use different formulae for the lower and upper end of the length being converted. For example
imagine a fish size of "20 - 50 cm". If different length-weight relationship formulae are used to
convert 20 cm and 50 cm respectively, the original length lower and upper values will be both be 20
for one calculation both 50 for the other.
Sex to which this length applies
This is set to "male" or "female" where the quoted length in the fish size reference specifically
applies to one of either sex. A length-weight formula specifically for all female fish is not used on a
length specified for males, and vice versa.
Length type used in LW calculation
This is the type of length used in the length-weight calculation. This will always equal the length
type specified for the length-weight formula where one is specified. It may or may not equal the
original length type, depending on whether or not the length needed to be converted.
Lower and upper length used in LW calculation
This is the length range used in the length-weight calculation. This will be the same as the original
or assumed length range except where the length type has been converted using a length-length
relationship formula.
Length-length formula used id
This is a link to details of the length-length relationship formula if one was used in this length-weight
calculation.
Length-weight formula used id
This is a link to details of the length-weight relationship formula used in this length-weight
calculation.
Calculated weight lower and upper (g)
This is the weight range obtained by applying the length-weight relationship formula to the length
range being converted.
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Good match LW formula?
N indicates that the length-weight formulae used is "less good". If blank, the formula is "good".
"Good" is the term we use where the length range specified for the length-weight formula covers
the length being converted, and where the species and length-type are also the same. We use the
term "less good" to describe the use of length-weight formulae where one of the following applies:
•
•
•

the length range specified for the formula does not fully cover the length being converted
the length type of the formula is not specified
the species to which the formula applies is not identical to that for which the length is being
converted. Some formulae are not for a specific species but represent a mean for a genus
or family of species.

Note that our terms "good" and "less good" describe our use of length-weight relationship data, and
not the data itself which may well be very accurate.
Note that when converting a length to a different type of length using length-length relationship
formulae, the formula is always assumed to cover the length range being converted. This is
because most length-length relationship formulae do not have a specified length range.
Note also that fishbase.org length-weight formulae that are marked as "doubtful" are not used at all.
Rejected reason code
Some length-weight calculations have been excluded from the estimating process because they
are judged to be unreliable. For example, if the weight obtained from converting a typical length to a
weight exceeded the maximum weight, the calculation would be rejected. Usually, "less good" data
is not entered on the system for species where "good" data is available. However, if it is it is then
marked as rejected. The code indicates the reason for rejection for which the text description is
obtained by clicking on it.
Overall result
The lowest value of Calculated weight lower (g) and the highest value of Calculated weight
upper (g) for this reference id. Where a separate length-weight calculation exists for males and
females (i.e. a calculation exists with Sex to which this length applies set to 'male' together with
one for which this is set to 'female'), a mean is taken for the two e.g. EMW-119 ref id 2.
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6.6

Screen 6 “Length-weight formula: EMW-n/LW-q”

Screen 6 table columns
Column heading

Description

Column in
Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs

1

EMW id

Sheet1: column 1

2

FAO Species category

3

Species

4
5

Scientific name
Length-weight formula
id

6
7

fishbase id
LW formula Species

8

Length type

9

Length range lower

10

Length range lower

11

Sex

12

a

13
14

b
Date accessed from
FishBase.org

The id of an estimated mean weight obtained
in this study for an FAO species category.
The FAO species category to which this EMW
id (1) applies.
The species for which the mean weight is
estimated. This will be different from (2) in
cases where the estimated mean weight applies
to the smallest or largest species of a multi
species category.
The Scientific name for (3).
This and (1) identify the length-weight
conversion formula used. Length-weight
formula are assigned an id q where q is an
integer starting with 1 for each EMW id.
The id given on fishbase.org.
Indicates the species to which the formula (5)
applies. Set to “same” if the species equals that
in (3). May indicate that the values for a and b
are mean values for a genus or family.
The length type to which the formula (5)
applies i.e. as specified on fishbase.org.
Lower end of the length range to which the
formula (5) applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Upper end of the length range to which the
formula (5) applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Sex to which the formula (5) applies i.e. as
specified on fishbase.org.
Value of “a” for this formula (5). Lengthweight relationship formulae require a value
for “a” and one for “b” and take the form W =
aLb where W is the weight and L is the length.
Value of “b” for this formula (5). See (12).
Latest recorded date that the formula (5) was
accessed from fishbase.org for this study.
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Spreadsheet1_emws, Sheet1:
column 1
Sheet1: column 2

Sheet1: column 3
Sheet1: column 24

Sheet1: column 25
Sheet1: column 31

Sheet1: column 28
Sheet1: column 29

Sheet1: column 30

Sheet1: column 32
Sheet1: column 26

Sheet1: column 27
Sheet1: column 33

Help Screen for Screen 6
Help screen for
Length-weight formulae
EMW id
"Estimated mean weight" id.
Length-weight formula id
This and EMW id together identify the length-weight conversion formula used. Length-weight
formula are assigned an id q where q is an integer starting with 1 for each EMW id.
FishBase id
The id of this length-weight formula on fishbase.org.
LW formula species
The species to which the formula applies. "Same" means the same species as that specified in the
fish size reference. Sometimes the formula represents a mean (i.e. mean values of "a" and "b") for
the genus or family to which the species in question belongs.
From Length type
The type of length to which the formula applies i.e. as specified on fishbase.org.
Length range lower and upper
The lower and upper values for the length range to which the formula applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Sex
This is the sex to which the length-weight formula applies i.e. as specified on fishbase.org.
Formulae based on all-female fish are not used to convert lengths specified for male fish, and vice
versa.
"a" and "b"
These are the values of “a” and "b" for this formula. Length-weight relationship formulae require a
value for “a” and one for “b” and take the form shown at the top of Screen 6.
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6.7

Screen 7 “Length-Length conversion formula: EMW-n/LL-r”

Screen 7 table columns
Column heading

Description

Column in
Spreadsheet3_LW_cal
cs

1

EMW id

Sheet1: column 1

2

FAO Species category

3

Species

4
5

Scientific name
Length-length formula
id

6

From length type

7

Length range lower

8

Length range upper

9

Sex

10

To length type

11

a

12
13

b
Date accessed from
FishBase.org
Notes

The id of an estimated mean weight obtained in
this study.
The FAO species category to which this EMW id
(1) applies.
The species for which the mean weight is
estimated. This will be different from (2) in cases
where the estimated mean weight applies to the
smallest or largest species of a multi species
category.
The Scientific name for (3).
This and (1) identify the length-weight conversion
formula used. Length-length formulae are
assigned an id r where r is an integer starting with
1 for each EMW id.
The length type to which the formula (5) applies
i.e. as specified on fishbase.org.
Lower end of the length range to which the
formula (5) applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Upper end of the length range to which the
formula (5) applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Sex to which the formula (5) applies i.e. as
specified on fishbase.org.
The length type to which the From length type (6)
is being converted.
Value of “a” for this formula (5). Length-length
relationship formulae require a value for “a” and
one for “b” and take the form L2 = a + bL1 where
L1 is the original length and L2 is the converted
length.
Value of “b” for this formula (5). See (11).
Latest recorded date that the formula (5) was
accessed from fishbase.org for this study.
Notes for the LL formula

14
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Spreadsheet1_emws,
Sheet1: column 1
Sheet1: column 2

Sheet1: column 3
Sheet1: column 14

Sheet1: column 17
Sheet1: column 18

Sheet1: column 19

Sheet1: column 20
Sheet1: column 21
Sheet1: column 15

Sheet1: column 16
Sheet1: column 22
Sheet1: column 23

Help Screen for Screen 7
Help screen for
Length-length formulae
EMW id
"Estimated mean weight" id.
Length-length formula id
This and EMW id together identify the length-length conversion formula used. Length-length
formula are assigned an id r where r is an integer starting with 1 for each EMW id. This lengthlength formula applies to the species shown and was obtained from fishbase.org.
From Length type
The type of length to which the formula applies i.e. as specified on fishbase.org e.g. TL (total
length).
Length range lower and upper
The lower and upper values for the length range to which the formula applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Sex
This is the sex to which the length-length formula applies i.e. as specified on fishbase.org. Formula
based on all-female fish are not used to convert lengths specified for male fish, and vice versa.
To length
This is the type of length to which the original length is being converted.
"a" and "b"
These are the values of “a” and "b" for this formula. Length-length relationship formulae require a
value for “a” and one for “b” and take the form shown at the top of Screen 7.
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6.8

Screen 8 “Percentage of results obtained by different methods of estimating mean
weights (EMWs) for fish species”

Screen 8 table columns
Column heading

1
2

3
4

5

6

7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14

15

Description

Column in
Spreadsheet1_emws

EMWs with ranking 1-7
Reliability ranking A number between 1 and 7 indicating the reliability
of the EMW
ranking of the EMW.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for FAO
species categories for which the reliability ranking of the
estimated mean weight equals this number (4).
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture (5). Obtained as 100*(2)/(30).
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for FAO
lower (millions)
species categories for which the reliability ranking of the
estimated mean weight equals this number (2).
Estimated numbers Upper end of the estimated fish number range for FAO
upper (millions)
species categories for which the reliability ranking of the
estimated mean weight equals this number (2).
% of total numbers (4) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(lower)
fish numbers for FAO species categories with an EMW.
Obtained as 100*(4)/(32).
% of total numbers (5) as a percentage of the upper end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers for FAO species categories with an EMW.
Obtained as 100*(5)/(33).
Multi-species categories
Reliability ranking “Multi-species categories”
of the EMW
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for FAO
multi-species categories with an EMW.
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture (9). Obtained as 100*(9)/(30).
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for FAO
lower (millions)
multi-species categories with an EMW.
Estimated numbers
upper (millions)
% of total numbers
(lower)

Upper end of the estimated fish number range for FAO
multi-species categories with an EMW.
(11) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
fish numbers for FAO species categories with an EMW.
Obtained as 100*(11)/(32).
% of total numbers (12) as a percentage of the upper end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers for FAO species categories with an EMW.
Obtained as 100*(12)/(33).
Total capture with EMWs
Reliability ranking “All capture with estimated mean weights (EMWs)”
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Sheet5: column 1
Sheet5: column 2

Sheet5: column 3
Sheet5: column 4

Sheet5: column 5

Sheet5: column 6

Sheet5: column 7

Sheet5: column 8
Sheet5: column 9
Sheet5: column 10
Sheet5: column 11

Sheet5: column 12
Sheet5: column 13

Sheet5: column 14

Sheet5: column 15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

of the EMW
Capture (T)

Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for all
FAO species categories with an EMW.
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture (16). Obtained as 100*(16)/(30)
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for all
lower (millions)
FAO species categories with an EMW.
Estimated numbers Upper end of the estimated fish number range for all
upper (millions)
FAO species categories with an EMW.
% of total numbers (18) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(lower)
fish numbers. Obtained as 100*(18)/(32).
% of total numbers (19) as a percentage of the upper end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers. Obtained as 100*(19)/(33).
Total capture without EMWs
Reliability ranking “No estimated mean weight”.
of the EMW
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for FAO
species categories without an estimated mean weight
(EMW).
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture (23). Obtained as 100*(23)/(30).
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for all
lower (millions)
FAO fish species categories without an EMW.
Estimated numbers Upper end of the estimated fish number range for all
upper (millions)
FAO fish species categories without an EMW.
% of total numbers (25) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(lower)
fish numbers. Obtained as 100*(25)/(32).
% of total numbers (26) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers. Obtained as 100*(26)/(33).
Total fish capture
Reliability ranking “All capture for fish species”
of the EMW
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for all
FAO fish species categories.
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture i.e. 100.
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for all
lower (millions)
FAO fish species.
Estimated numbers Upper end of the estimated fish number range for all
upper (millions)
FAO fish species.
% of total numbers (32) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(lower)
fish numbers i.e. 100.
% of total numbers (33) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers i.e. 100.
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Sheet5: column 16
Sheet5: column 17
Sheet5: column 18
Sheet5: column 19
Sheet5: column 20
Sheet5: column 21

Sheet5: column 22
Sheet5: column 23

Sheet5: column 24
Sheet5: column 25
Sheet5: column 26
Sheet5: column 27
Sheet5: column 28

Sheet5: column 29
Sheet5: column 30
Sheet5: column 31
Sheet5: column 32
Sheet5: column 33
Sheet5: column 34
Sheet5: column 35

Help Screen for Screen 8
Help screen for
Percentage of results obtained by different methods of estimating mean weights
(EMWs) for fish species
Reliability ranking of the estimated mean weight (EMW)
The condition to which the Capture (T) applies. If this is a number between 1 and 7 then this
number indicates relative reliability of the method used in estimating the mean weight range from
the fish size data. The lower this number, the better the data is likely to be.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for FAO species categories meeting the condition
indicated in Reliability ranking of the estimated mean weight (EMW). If this is a number
between 1 and 7, then this is the average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for FAO species
categories for which the reliability ranking of the estimated mean weight equals this number.
% of capture
The proportion of total fish capture represented by this capture (Capture (T)).
Estimated numbers lower (millions)
Lower end of the estimated fish number range for FAO species categories meeting the condition
indicated in Reliability ranking of the estimated mean weight (EMW) .
Estimated numbers upper (millions)
Upper end of the estimated fish number range for FAO species categories meeting the condition
indicated in Reliability ranking of the estimated mean weight (EMW) .
% of total numbers (lower)
The proportion of total estimated fish numbers represented by Estimated numbers lower
(millions).
% of total numbers (upper)
The proportion of total estimated fish numbers represented by Estimated numbers upper
(millions).
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6.9

Screen 9 – removed

Screen 9 has been removed.

6.10 Screen 10 “Calculations to estimate mean weight from fish capture data: EMWn/m”
Screen 10 table columns
Column heading
1
2
3
4

EMW id
EMW reference id
Line
Table name

5

Description of capture

6
7

Sex
Weight (g)

8

Numbers

9

Calculated mean weight
(g)

Description

Spreadsheet
column

The id for the estimated mean weight (EMW).
The id for the estimated mean weight reference.
The sequence in the table displayed on screen.
The name of the table given in the reference. Set to blank on
total lines.
Description of the fish capture or biomass for which the
weight and numbers are given in (7) and (8).
Sex of the fish described in (5), if stated
The weight of fish described in (5) in grams. On total lines
(where Table name (4) is blank) the weight is totalled for the
lines immediately above as indicated in (5) and (6).
The number of fish described in (5). On total lines (where
Table name (4) is blank) the numbers are totalled for the lines
immediately above as indicated in (5) and (6).
The mean weight for the fish represented in (5) calculated
here as (7)/(8).

NA
NA
NA
NA
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NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

Help Screen for Screen 10
Help screen for
Calculations to estimate mean weight from fish capture data
EMW id
"Estimated mean weight" id. This and the reference id are shown in the screen title separated by "/"
e.g. EMW-210/2.
EMW ref. id
"Estimated mean weight" reference id. References are assigned an id m where m is an integer
starting with 1 for each EMW id. This and the EMW id are shown in the screen title separated by "/"
e.g. EMW-210/2.
Line
The sequence in the table displayed on screen.
Table name
The name of the table(s) in the reference document from which the data (i.e. Description of
capture, Sex (if shown), Weight (g) and Numbers) were obtained. Notes at the bottom of Screen
4 explain how to view the reference document. The table name is blank for lines that are total lines
produced here and not in the reference.
Description of capture
This describes the capture or biomass to which to weight and numbers apply. This includes the
fishery or habitat and may also include a year, season or a sample date.
Sex
This column is not displayed for references where sex is not specified in the data used.
Weight (g)
This is the weight of the fish in grams (obtained from the reference) described in the Description of
capture. Where table name is blank (a total line), this is obtained by totalling for the above lines (as
indicated in Description of capture or (if shown) Sex).
Numbers
This is the number of the fish (obtained from the reference) described in the Description of
capture e.g. a value of 100 means 100 individual fish. Where table name is blank (a total line), this
is obtained by totalling for the above lines (as indicated in Description of capture or (if shown) Sex).
Calculated mean weight (g)
This figure is the mean weight of the fish described in "Description of capture" obtained by
dividing Weight (g) by Numbers. This is shown in bold for total lines (table name is blank) or, if
there are no total lines, for all lines.
Overall result
This is the range of the Calculated mean weight (g) figures in bold.
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6.11 Screen 11 “Calculations to estimate mean weight from mean weight and numbers
at age data: EMW-n/m”
Screen 11 table columns
Column heading Description
1
2
3

EMW id
EMW reference id
Table name

Spreadsheet
column

The id for the estimated mean weight (EMW).
The id for the estimated mean weight reference.
The name of the table given in the reference. The table name is

NA
NA
NA

set to "Total" or "Overall mean weight" for lines showing
figures calculated here and not taken from the reference.
4

Fishery or habitat

5

Year

6

Quarter

7
8

Age
Numbers

9

Mean weight at age
lower (g)

10

Mean weight at age
upper (g)

11

Total weight lower
(g)

12

Total weight upper
(g)

Description of the fishery or population for which the numbers
and mean weight at age are given in (8), (9) and (10).
Year of capture, if stated. This column is only visible if the year is
stated in the reference figures.
Year quarter of capture, if stated. This column is only visible if the
quarter is stated in the reference figures.
Age or age group. This is set to “All” on total lines.
The number of fish represented by (4) for this combination of Age
(7), Year (5) (if shown) and Quarter (6) (if shown). For total lines
this figure is obtained by totalling numbers for all ages. For lines
where Table name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this figure is blank.
The lower end of the mean weight given in the reference for this
combination of Age (7), Year (5) (if shown) and Quarter (6) (if
shown). For total lines (Table name = “Totals”) this figure is
blank. For lines where Table name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this
figure is obtained by dividing (11) by (8) on the total line
immediately above.
The upper end of the mean weight given in the reference for this
combination of Age (7), Year (5) (if shown) and Quarter (6) (if
shown). For total lines (Table name = “Totals”) this figure is
blank. For lines where Table name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this
figure is obtained by dividing (12) by (8) on the total line
immediately above.
This value is calculated by multiplying the lower end of the mean
weight (9) by the corresponding numbers of fish (8). For total
lines this figure is obtained by totalling this column for all ages.
For lines where Table name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this figure
is blank. May also contain a note concerning the calculation in this
column.
This value is calculated by multiplying the upper end of the mean
weight (10) by the corresponding numbers of fish (8). For total
lines this figure is obtained by totalling this column for all ages.
For lines where Table name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this figure
is blank. May also contain a note concerning the calculation in this
column.
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NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Help Screen for Screen 11
Help screen for
Calculations to estimate mean weight from mean weight and numbers at age data
Table name
The name of the table(s) in the reference document from which the data (i.e. Fishery or habitat,
Year (if shown), Quarter (if shown), Age, Numbers and Mean weight (g)) were obtained. Notes at
the bottom of Screen 4 explain how to view the reference document. The table name is set to
"Total" or "Overall mean weight" for lines showing figures calculated here and not taken from the
reference.
Fishery or habitat
This describes the capture or biomass to which the numbers and mean weight at age apply.
Year
This column is not displayed for references where year is not specified in the data used.
Quarter
Not displayed for references where the year quarter is not specified in the data used.
Age
An age or age group. This is set to "All" on lines totalling Numbers and Total weight lower/upper
(g) for all ages.
Numbers
This is the number of the fish in the Fishery or habitat for this Age, Year (if shown) and Quarter (if
shown). Where Table name = "Totals", this figure is obtained by totalling Numbers for all ages.
Mean weight lower/upper (g)
This is the mean weight at age for the fishery, age, year (if shown) and quarter (if shown). Where
Table name = "Overall mean weight", this figure is obtained by dividing Total weight lower/upper
(g) by Numbers on the total line immediately above, giving an overall mean weight which shown in
bold.
Total weight lower/upper (g)
This is the value of Mean weight lower/upper (g) multiplied by Numbers. Where Table name =
"Totals", this figure is obtained by totalling Total weight lower/upper (g) for all ages.
These columns may also contain a note concerning the calculation in this column.
Overall result
This is the range of Mean weight lower/upper (g) in rows where Table name = "Overall mean
weight".
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6.12 Screen 12 “Calculations to estimate mean weight from mean weight and %
numbers at age data: EMW-n/m”
Screen 12 table columns
Column
Description
heading
1

EMW id

2

EMW reference
id

3

Table name

Spreadsheet
column

The id for the estimated mean weight (EMW). This is shown
NA
together with the references id (2) in the title of the screen e.g.
EMW-61/1.
References are assigned an id m where m is an integer beginning
NA
with 1 for each EMW id. This is shown together with the EMW id
(1) in the title of the screen e.g. EMW-61/1.
The name of the table given in the reference. The table name is set NA

to "Total" or "Overall mean weight" for lines showing figures
calculated here and not taken from the reference.
4

Fishery or habitat

5

Year

6

Quarter

7
8

Age
% Numbers

9

Mean weight at
age lower (g)

10

Mean weight at
age upper (g)

11

% Numbers *
Mean weight
lower (g)

12

% Numbers *
Mean weight
upper (g)

Description of the fishery or population for which the percentage
numbers and mean weight at age are given in (8), (9) and (10).
Year of capture, if stated. This column is only visible if the year is
stated in the reference figures.
Year quarter of capture, if stated. This column is only visible if the
quarter is stated in the reference figures.
Age or age group. This is set to “All” on total lines.
The percentage number of fish represented by (4) for this
combination of Age (7), Year (5) (if shown) and Quarter (6) (if
shown). For lines where Table name = “Totals”, this figure is
obtained by totalling % numbers for all ages. For lines where Table
name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this figure is blank.
Lower end of the mean weight given in the reference for this
combination of Age (7), Year (5) (if shown) and Quarter (6) (if
shown). For total lines (Table name = “Totals”) this figure is blank.
For lines where Table name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this figure is
obtained by dividing (11) by (8) on total line immediately above.
The upper end of the mean weight given in the reference for this
combination of Age (7), Year (5) (if shown) and Quarter (6) (if
shown). For total lines (Table name = “Totals”) this figure is blank.
For lines where Table name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this figure is
obtained by dividing (12) by (8) on total line immediately above.
This value is calculated by multiplying the lower end of the mean
weight (9) by the corresponding percentage numbers of fish (8). For
total lines this figure is obtained by totalling this column for all
ages. For lines where Table name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this
figure is blank.
This value is calculated by multiplying the upper end of the mean
weight (10) by the corresponding percentage numbers of fish (8).
For total lines this figure is obtained by totalling this column for all
ages. For lines where Table name = “Overall Mean Weight”, this
figure is blank.
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NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Help Screen for Screen 12
Help screen for
Calculations to estimate mean weight from mean weight and % numbers at age data
Table name
The name of the table(s) in the reference document from which the data (i.e. Fishery or habitat,
Year (if shown), Quarter (if shown), Age, % Numbers and Mean weight (g)) were obtained. Notes
at the bottom of Screen 4 explain how to view the reference document. The table name is set to
"Total" or "Overall mean weight" for lines showing figures calculated here and not taken from the
reference.
Fishery or habitat
This describes the capture or biomass to which the % numbers and mean weight at age apply.
Year
This column is not displayed for references where year is not specified in the data used.
Quarter
Not displayed for references where the year quarter is not specified in the data used.
Age
An age or age group. This is set to "All" on lines totalling % Numbers and % Numbers * Mean
weight lower/upper (g) for all ages.
% Numbers
This is the number of the fish in the Fishery or habitat for this Age, Year (if shown) and Quarter (if
shown). Where Table name = "Totals", this figure is obtained by totalling % Numbers for all ages.
Mean weight lower/upper (g)
This is the mean weight at age for the fishery, age, year (if shown) and quarter (if shown). Where
Table name = "Overall mean weight", this figure is obtained by dividing % Numbers * Mean
weight lower/upper (g) by % Numbers on the total line immediately above, giving an overall mean
weight which shown in bold.
% Numbers * Mean weight lower/upper (g)
This is the value of Mean weight lower/upper (g) multiplied by % Numbers. Where Table name =
"Totals", this figure is obtained by totalling % Numbers * Mean weight lower/upper (g) for all
ages.
Overall result
This is the range of Mean weight lower/upper (g) in rows where Table name = "Overall mean
weight".
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7

Appendix B - Spreadsheet Layouts

The tables below give a brief description of the data items shown on each spreadsheet and the
corresponding screen columns. For a more detailed explanation of the data, see the corresponding
help screen.

7.1

Spreadsheet1_emws Sheet1

Spreadheet1_emws Sheet1 columns
Column
id

Column heading

Description

Screen

1

FAO species category

Screen 1: column 2

2

Capture in 1999 (T)

3

Capture in 2000 (T)

4

Capture in 2001 (T)

5

Capture in 2002 (T)

6

Capture in 2003 (T)

7

Capture in 2004 (T)

8

Capture in 2005 (T)

9

Capture in 2006 (T)

10

Capture in 2007 (T)

11

Fish species?

A species or group of species reported in FAO
fisheries capture statistics.
FAO capture tonnage for this FAO species
category (1) for 1999.
FAO capture tonnage for this FAO species
category (1) for 2000.
FAO capture tonnage for this FAO species
category (1) for 2001.
FAO capture tonnage for this FAO species
category (1) for 2002.
FAO capture tonnage for this FAO species
category (1) for 2003.
FAO capture tonnage for this FAO species
category (1) for 2004.
FAO capture tonnage for this FAO species
category (1) for 2005.
FAO capture tonnage for this FAO species
category (1) for 2006.
FAO capture tonnage for this FAO species
category (1) for 2007.
Set to “Y” for fish species, “N” otherwise.

12

Class

13

EMW id

The taxonomic class to which the species
contained in this FAO species category (1)
belong. This may have the value “Mixed class”
meaning more than 1 class. This value is not set
for non fish species categories such as
crustaceans.
The estimated mean weight id. Each estimated
mean weight (EMW) for a species category is
assigned an id number n between 1 and 500. The
EMW id takes the form “EMW-n”. For example,
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NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA. Only fish
species data shown
on screens.
Screen 1: column 3

Screen 1: column 6

14

Scientific name

15

Multi-species?

16

Smallest species EMW
id

17

Largest species EMW
id

18

Same as species EMW
id

19

Estimated mean
weight lower (g)
Estimated mean
weight upper (g)
Ranking

20
21

22

Ranking for lower
EMW

23

Ranking for upper
EMW

24

Max published weight

25

Notes on species
category

the EMW id for Albacore is “EMW-7”.
The scientific name for the FAO species category
(1).
Set to “Y” if the FAO species category (1)
includes more than 1 fish species. Set to “N” if the
FAO species category includes only 1 fish species
and blank for non fish categories.
The estimated mean weight id for the (estimated)
smallest relevant species in a multi-species
category.
The estimated mean weight id for the (estimated)
largest relevant species in a multi-species
category.
Sometimes there is more than one FAO species
category for the same species which may be
different subspecies. In such cases, the estimated
mean weight range is derived for one of the FAO
species categories, and the estimated mean weight
ranges of the other FAO categories are based on
this.
The lower end of the estimated mean weight
range, in grammes, for the EMW id (13).
The upper end of the estimated mean weight
range, in grammes, for the EMW id (13).
The reliability ranking number for the data used to
obtain the estimated mean weight. EMWs based
on cited average or mean weights have the highest
ranking of “1”.
The reliability ranking number for the data used in
obtaining the lower end of the estimated mean
weight range (9).
The reliability ranking number for the data used in
obtaining the lower end of the estimated mean
weight range (10).
The maximum size for species (14) obtained for
this EMW id (13). This is almost always set to the
maximum published weight on the fishbase.org
species summary page for this species, where
available, and blank otherwise. Where this is set,
the lower and upper EMW will always be less
than this value.
Explanatory notes on how the smallest and largest
species were identified for multi species
categories. Notes are also sometimes given for
single species categories.
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Screen 1: column 2
Screen 2: column 4

Screen 2: column 4

Screen 2: column 4

Screen 2: column 7

Screen 1: column 8
Screen 1: column 9
Screen 2: column 12

Screen 2: column 10

Screen 2: column 11

Screen 2: column 13

Screen 2: column 2
Click on FAO
species category to
display notes.

Spreadheet1_emws Sheet2 columns
Column heading
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Description

Screen

Total capture tonnage reported by FAO
Year
A year between 1999 and 2007.
Capture (T)
Total capture tonnage reported by the FAO for
the year indicated.
Fish capture (T)
Total fish capture tonnage reported by the FAO
for the year indicated.
Non fish capture (T) Total non fish (e.g. crustaceans) capture tonnage
reported by the FAO for the year indicated.
Average for rows 3-11 above:
Year
“Average 1999-2007” indicating average values
for 1999-2007.
Capture (T)
Average total annual capture tonnage reported
by the FAO averaged over 1999-2007.
Fish capture (T)
Total fish annual capture tonnage reported by
the FAO averaged over 1999-2007.
Non fish capture (T) Total annual non fish (e.g. crustaceans) capture
tonnage reported by the FAO averaged over
1999-2007.
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NA
Na
NA
NA

NA
Screen 1: column 27
Screen 1: column 25
NA

Spreadheet1_emws Sheet3 columns
Column
id
1

Column heading

Description

Screen

FAO species category

Screen 1: column 2

2

Class

3

Estimated mean
weight lower (g)
Estimated mean
weight upper (g)
Average annual
capture 1999-2007 (T)

A species or group of species reported in FAO
fisheries capture statistics.
The taxonomic class to which the species
contained in this FAO species category (2)
belong.
The lower end of the estimated mean weight
range, in grammes, for the EMW id (1).
The upper end of the estimated mean weight
range, in grammes, for the EMW id (1).
Average annual capture tonnage for this FAO
species category (1) for 1999-2007. Obtained by
averaging “Capture in 1999 (T)” to “Capture in
2007 (T)” on Sheet 1. A total for all species is
given in the last row of this sheet.
The lower end of the estimated number range of
fish caught for this FAO species category (1),
where estimation was based on an EMW.
Obtained by dividing (5) by (4). A total for this
column is given in the last row of this sheet.
The upper end of the estimated number range of
fish caught for this FAO species category (1),
where estimation was based on an EMW.
Obtained by dividing (5) by (3). A total for this
column is given in the last row of this sheet.
Lower end of the generic mean weight range
obtained for this class on Sheet4. Shown only for
fish species categories without an EMW.
Upper end of the generic mean weight range
obtained for this class on Sheet4. Shown only for
fish species categories without an EMW.
The lower end of the estimated number range of
fish caught for this FAO species category (1),
where estimation was based on extrapolated
generic mean weights. This is obtained by
dividing (5) by (9). Shown only for fish species
categories without an EMW. A total for this
column is given in the last row.
The lower end of the estimated number range of
fish caught for this FAO species category (1),
where estimation was based on extrapolated
generic mean weights. This is obtained by
dividing (5) by (8). Shown only for fish species
categories without an EMW. A total for this
column is given in the last row.

4
5

6

Estimated numbers
from EMWs lower
(millions)

7

Estimated numbers
from EMWs upper
(millions)

8

Generic mean weight
this class lower (g)

9

Generic mean weight
this class upper (g)

10

Estimated numbers
from generic mean
weight lower
(millions)

11

Estimated numbers
from generic mean
weight upper
(millions)
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Screen 1: column 3

Screen 1: column 5
Screen 1: column 5
Screen 1: column 4

Screen 1: column 8

Screen 1: column 8

Screen 1: column 7

Screen 1: column 7

Screen 1: column 8

Screen 1: column 8

Spreadheet1_emws Sheet4 columns
Column heading
1
2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11
12

13

14

Description

Totals by class (single species categories with an EMW)
Class
A taxonomic class identified for FAO fish
species categories or “All classes”.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (19992007) totalled for this class (1) for FAO
single species categories with an estimated
mean weight.
Estimated numbers (lower)
Lower end of the estimated fish number
(millions)
range represented by this average annual
capture (2).
Estimated numbers (upper)
Upper end of the estimated fish number
(millions)
range represented by this average annual
capture (2).
Generic mean weight (lower)
Lower end of the overall mean weight
(g)
obtained for this class (1) above for FAO
single species categories with an estimated
mean weight. Derived from (2)/(4).
Generic mean weight (upper)
Upper end of the overall mean weight
(g)
obtained for this class (1) above for FAO
single species categories with an estimated
mean weight. Derived from (2)/(3).
Totals by class (multi-species with an EMW)
Class
A taxonomic class identified for FAO fish
species categories or “All classes”.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (19992007) totalled for this class (7) for FAO
multi-species categories with an estimated
mean weight.
Estimated numbers (lower)
Lower end of the estimated fish number
(millions)
range represented by this average annual
capture (8).
Estimated numbers (upper)
Upper end of the estimated fish number
(millions)
range represented by this average annual
capture (8).
Totals by class (species with an EMW)
Class
A taxonomic class identified for FAO fish
species categories or “All classes”.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (19992007) totalled for this class (11) for all
FAO species categories with an estimated
mean weight.
Estimated numbers (lower)
Lower end of the estimated fish number
(millions)
range represented by this average annual
capture (12).
Estimated numbers (upper)
Upper end of the estimated fish number
(millions)
range represented by this average annual
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Screen
Screen 1: column 11
Screen 1: column 12

Screen 1: column 14

Screen 1: column 14

Screen 1: column 13

Screen 1: column 13

Screen 1: column 15
Screen 1: column 16

Screen 1: column 17

Screen 1: column 17

NA

For Class (1) above
= “All classes”:
Screen 1: column 19
For Class (1) above
= “All classes”:
Screen 1: column 20

For Class (1) above
= “All classes”:

15
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

capture (12).
Totals by class (species without an EMW)
Class
A taxonomic class identified for FAO fish
species categories or “All classes”.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (19992007) totalled for this class (15) for all
FAO species categories with no estimated
mean weight.
Generic mean weight (lower)
Lower end of the overall mean weight
(g)
obtained for this class (15) from capture
tonnage of single species categories and
estimated numbers. Derived from (5).
Generic mean weight (upper)
Upper end of the overall mean weight
(g)
obtained for this class (15) from capture
tonnage of single species categories and
estimated numbers.
Derived from (6).
Estimated numbers (lower)
Lower end of the estimated fish number
(millions)
range represented by this average annual
capture (16). Derived from (16)/(18).
Estimated numbers (upper)
Upper end of the estimated fish number
(millions)
range represented by this average annual
capture (16). Derived from (16)/(17).
Totals for fish species
Capture (T)
Total average annual capture tonnage
(1999-2007) for all the FAO fish species
categories. Derived from (12) + (16).
Estimated numbers (lower)
Lower end of estimated fish number range
(millions)
for the average annual capture tonnage
(1999-2007) for all FAO fish species.
Derived from (13) + (19).
Estimated numbers (upper)
Upper end of estimated fish number range
(millions)
for the average annual capture tonnage
(1999-2007) for all FAO fish species.
Derived from (14) + (20).
Totals for non fish species
Capture (T)
Total average annual capture tonnage
(1999-2007) for all the FAO non fish
species categories.
Totals
Capture (T)
Total average annual capture tonnage
(1999-2007) for all the FAO species
categories. Derived from (21) + (24).
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Screen 1: column 20
Screen 1: column 21
Screen 1: column 22

Screen 1: column 24

Screen 1: column 24

Screen 1: column 23

Screen 1: column 23

Screen 1: column 25

Screen 1: column 26

Screen 1: column 26

NA

Screen 1: column 27

Spreadheet1_emws Sheet5 columns
Column heading
1
2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18

19

Description

Screen

EMWs with ranking 1-7
Reliability ranking A number between 1 and 7 indicating the reliability
of the EMW
ranking of the EMW.
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for FAO
single species categories for which the reliability ranking
of the estimated mean weight equals this number (1).
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture (2). Derived from 100*(2)/(30).
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for FAO
lower (millions)
single species categories for which the reliability ranking
of the estimated mean weight equals this number (1).
Estimated numbers Upper end of the estimated fish number range for FAO
upper (millions)
single species categories for which the reliability ranking
of the estimated mean weight equals this number (1).
% of total numbers (4) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(lower)
fish numbers. Derived from 100*(4)/(32).
% of total numbers (5) as a percentage of the upper end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers . Derived from 100*(5)/(33).
Multi-species categories
Reliability ranking “Multi-species categories”
of the EMW
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for FAO
multi-species categories with an EMW.
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture (9). Derived from 100*(9)/(30).
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for FAO
lower (millions)
multi-species categories with an EMW.
Estimated numbers Upper end of the estimated fish number range for FAO
upper (millions)
multi-species categories with an EMW.
% of total numbers (11) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(lower)
fish numbers. Derived from 100*(11)/(32).
% of total numbers (12) as a percentage of the upper end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers . Derived from 100*(12)/(33).
Total capture with EMW
Reliability ranking “All capture with estimated mean weights (EMWs)”
of the EMW
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for all
FAO species categories with an EMW. Derived from
(2)+(9).
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture (16). Derived from 100*(16)/(30)
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for all
lower (millions)
FAO species categories with an EMW. Derived from
(4)+(11).
Estimated numbers Upper end of the estimated fish number range for all
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Screen 8: column 1
Screen 8: column 2

Screen 8: column 3
Screen 8: column 4

Screen 8: column 5

Screen 8: column 6
Screen 8: column 7

Screen 8: column 8
Screen 8: column 9
Screen 8: column 10
Screen 8: column 11
Screen 8: column 12
Screen 8: column 13
Screen 8: column 14

Screen 8: column 15
Screen 8: column 16

Screen 8: column 17
Screen 8: column 18

Screen 8: column 19

upper (millions)

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

FAO species categories with an EMW. Derived from
(5)+(12).
% of total numbers (18) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(lower)
fish numbers. Derived from 100*(18)/(32).
% of total numbers (19) as a percentage of the upper end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers. Derived from 100*(19)/(32).
No estimated mean weight
Reliability ranking “No EMW”.
of the EMW
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for FAO
fish species categories without an EMW.
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture (23). Derived from 100*(23)/(30).
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for all
lower (millions)
FAO fish species categories without an EMW.
Estimated numbers Upper end of the estimated fish number range for all
upper (millions)
FAO fish species categories without an EMW.
% of total numbers (25) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(lower)
fish numbers. Derived from 100*(25)/(30).
% of total numbers (26) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers. Derived from 100*(26)/(30).
Total fish capture
Reliability ranking “All capture for fish species”
of the EMW
Capture (T)
Average annual capture tonnage (1999-2007) for all
FAO fish species categories. Derived from (16)+(23).
% fish capture (T)
The percentage of total fish capture represented by this
capture (26) i.e. 100%.
Estimated numbers Lower end of the estimated fish number range for all
lower (millions)
FAO fish species. Derived from (18)+(25).
Estimated numbers Upper end of the estimated fish number range for all
upper (millions)
FAO fish species. Derived from (19)+(26).
% of total numbers (25) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(lower)
fish numbers i.e. 100.
% of total numbers (26) as a percentage of the lower end of total estimated
(upper)
fish numbers i.e. 100.
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Screen 8: column 20
Screen 8: column 21

Screen 8: column 22
Screen 8: column 23
Screen 8: column 24
Screen 8: column 25
Screen 8: column 26
Screen 8: column 27
Screen 8: column 28

Screen 8: column 29
Screen 8: column 30
Screen 8: column 31
Screen 8: column 32
Screen 8: column 33
Screen 8: column 34
Screen 8: column 35

7.2

Spreadsheet2_refs Sheet1

Spreadheet2_refs Sheet1 columns
Column
id

Column heading

Description

Screen

1
2

Line
EMW id

Sequence in the spreadsheet.

NA
Screen 4: column 1

3

FAO species category

4

Species

5

Scientific name

6

Multi-species
category?

7

EMW ref id

8

Rejected reason code

9

Rejected reason

10

Used for lower or
upper EMW figure?

11

Lower EMW (g)

The id for the estimated mean weight (EMW).
Each EMW for a species category is assigned an
id number n between 1 and 500. The EMW id
takes the form “EMW-n”. For example, the EMW
id for Albacore is “EMW-7”.
A species or group of species reported in FAO
fisheries capture statistics for which an EMW was
obtained.
The species for which the mean weight is
estimated. This will be different from (3) in cases
where the estimated mean weight applies to the
smallest or largest species of a multi species
category.
The scientific name for the species (4).

Screen 4: column 3

Screen 4: column 4

Screen 4: column 5

Set to “Y” if the FAO species category (3)
includes more than 1 fish species. Set to “N” if the
FAO species category includes only 1 fish species
and blank for non fish categories.
References are assigned an id m where m is an
integer beginning with 1 for each EMW id.

Screen 2: column 4

This is set on references that have been “rejected”
i.e. eliminated from use because they are
considered not credible for some reason. The code
indicates this reason for which the text description
is given in (9). A list of rejected reason codes and
their descriptions is given in Sheet4 and also in
Appendix C of this document.
This is the text description of the rejected reason
code (8). See (8).

Screen 3: column 9

Usually set to “Both” indicating that the fish size
given in the reference applies to both the lower
and upper end of the mean weight range. Set to
“Upper” or “Lower” if the reference applies to
only one end of the range.
The lower end of the mean weight that would be
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Screen 4: column 2

Screen 3: column 9
Click on reason
code to display
description.
Screen 3: column 8

Screen 4: column 6

estimated if based on this reference alone.
This shows the value prior to any adjustment to
the minimum allowed fish weight.
The upper end of the mean weight that would be
estimated if based on this reference alone.
This shows the value prior to any adjustment to
the minimum allowed fish weight.
Usually blank but set to “Y” where (11) and/or
(12) have been adjusted to the minimum allowed
fish weight (see 14).
Usually set to the value of (11). However, if (11)
is lower than the minimum allowed fish weight
then it is set to that instead. The minimum allowed
fish weight is the lowest estimated mean weight
obtained for data of reliability ranking 1.
Usually set to the value of (12). However, if (12)
is lower than the minimum allowed fish weight
then it is set to that instead. See (14).
This is the reliability ranking for data used in this
reference and is a value between 1 and 7.

12

Upper EMW (g)

13

EMW set to the min
allowed value?

14

Final lower EMW (g)

15

Final upper EMW (g)

16

Reliability ranking of
this method

17

Length-weight
calculations?

18

Method id

19

EMW method

20

Reference document

Set to “Y” if length-weight calculations were
performed for this reference, blank otherwise.
Length-weight calculations are performed if the
fish size data used is a length and if sufficient
length-weight data is available on fishbase.org.
The id of the method used to estimate a mean
weight from the fish size data given in the
reference. A list of method ids and their
descriptions is given in Sheet3 and also in
Appendix C of this document.
This is the text description of the method (18)
used to estimate a mean weight. See (18).
Details the reference document e.g. its title.

21

Reference url (or
book)

The url for (22) if it was obtained from the
internet. Gives the book details if (23) is a book.

22

Url access date

The latest recorded date that the document was
accessed on the internet in this study.

23

Fish size quote

The section of text citing the fish size.

24

Explanatory notes

25

Similar species EMW
id

Additional information on how the fish size was
obtained from the reference document.
Occasionally the estimated mean weight is based
on that of a related species, in which case this
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Screen 4: column 7

Screen 3: column
11
Screen 3: column 6

Screen 3: column 7

Screen 3: column
10
Screen 4: column
11

NA

Screen 4: column 9
Screen 4: column
15
Screen 4: column
16. Click on “more
info” to display
details.
Screen 4: column
16. Click on “more
info” to display
details.
Screen 4: column
12
Screen 4: column
13
Screen 4: column
10

26

Max published weight

27

Weight at max length
lower

28

Weight at max length
upper

29

Mean for males and
females

30

Size type

31

Link to FishBase.org
Species Summary
Species not given ind

32

33

Tables and
calculations ind

column will contain an EMW id.
The maximum size for species (4) obtained for
this EMW id (2). This is almost always set to the
maximum published weight on the fishbase.org
species summary page for this species, where
available, and blank otherwise. Where this is set,
the lower and upper EMW will always be less
than this value.
Lower end of the weight range obtained by
performing length-weight calculations on the
maximum length. This and (28) are used for
estimated mean weights based on maximum
length.
Upper end of the weight range obtained by
performing length-weight calculations on the
maximum length.
Set to “Y” where the mean weight is based on the
mean of a male and female fish size, blank
otherwise.
Information on the size type where available,
taken from the reference. Not used in any
calculations.
The hyperlink to the Species Summary page on
fishbase.org for the species in (4).
The value in this column (S, 1, 2, 3 or blank)
indicates how the scientific name of the species to
which the reference applies was identified where
it was not given as equal to the scientific name
(3). Some explanation is given in Explanatory
notes (27) when this value is non blank. For
explanation of these values see the help screen for
Screen 4 (reproduced in Appendix A).

The value of this column gives information on
the derivation and calculations performed on
data in the reference when this is not simply a
quoted fish size.
Where this value is non blank, more information
is given in Explanatory notes (27).

C - Some simple calculation was involved.
G - Data read from one or more graphs in the
document.
TR - Data, e.g. a weight range, read from one
or more tables.
T1 - Calculations were performed on weight
and numbers data given in the reference
(these are contained in
Spreadsheet4_emw_weight_and_number_cal
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Screen 2: column
13

Screen 5: column
22

Screen 5: column
23
NA

Screen 4: column
12
Screen 4: column
17
Screen 4: column
18

If this value is “T1”
or “T2” then the
following column
will contain a
“Calculation
detail” link at the
bottom:
Screen 4: column
13.

cs.xls).
T2 - Calculations were performed on weight
and numbers (or % numbers) at age data
given in the reference (these are contained in
Spreadsheet5_emw_age_calcs.xls).
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Spreadheet_2_refs Sheet 2 Columns
Column
id
1

Column heading

Description

Screen

EMW id

The id for the estimated mean weight.

Screen 1: column 6

2
3

Species
Scientific name

The species for which the mean weight is estimated.
The scientific name for the species (2).

Screen 3: column 4
Screen 3: column 5

4

Multi-species
category?

Screen 2: column 4

5

EMW ref id

Set to “Y” if the FAO species category includes more
than 1 fish species. Set to “N” if the FAO species
category includes only 1 fish species and blank for
non fish categories.
The id for the estimated mean weight reference.

6

Rejected reason
code

7

Used for lower or
upper EMW
figure?

8

Lower EMW (g)

9

Upper EMW (g)

10

Method id

11

EMW method

12

Max published
weight

This is set on references that have been “rejected” i.e.
eliminated from use because they are considered not
credible for some reason. The corresponding
description is given in (9) of Sheet1. A list of rejected
reason codes and their descriptions is given in Sheet4
and also in Appendix C of this document.
Usually set to “Both” indicating that the fish size
given in the reference applies to both the lower and
upper end of the mean weight range. Set to “Upper”
or “Lower” if the reference applies to only one end of
the range.
The lower end of the mean weight that would be
estimated if based on this reference alone.
This shows the value prior to any adjustment to the
minimum allowed fish weight.
The upper end of the mean weight that would be
estimated if based on this reference alone.
This shows the value prior to any adjustment to the
minimum allowed fish weight.
The id of the method used to estimate a mean weight
from the fish size data given in the reference. A list
of method ids and their descriptions is given in
Sheet3 and also in Appendix C of this document.
This is the text description of the method (10) used to
estimate a mean weight. See (10).
The maximum size for species (2), if any, obtained
for this EMW id (1). Set to the value of ‘Max
published weight’ on sheet1. This is almost always
set to the maximum published weight on the
fishbase.org species summary page for this species,
where available, and blank otherwise. Where this is
set, the lower and upper EMW will always be less
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Screen 3: column 2
Screen 3: column 9

Screen 3: column 8

Screen 4: column 6

Screen 4: column 7

NA

Screen 4: column 9
NA

13

14

15

16

Fraction of lower
estimated mean
weight to max
weight

than this value.
The fraction of lower EMW (g)/ max published
weight where method_id = 1
and rejected reason code is blank.

Derived from (8)/(12) where (10) = 1 and (6) is
blank.
Fraction of lower
The mean value of
estimated mean
lower EMW (g)/ max published weight where
weight to max
method id = 1 and rejected reason code is blank.
weight
Derived from (9)/(12) where (10) = 1 and (6) is
blank.
Average (See row 914, right hand two columns):
The average value of Fraction of lower estimated
Fraction of lower
mean weight to max weight (13). Derived from
estimated mean
average value of (13) where (13) is not null. (15) and
weight to max
(16) are used to estimate mean weights from
weight
maximum weights where only maximum size data is
available.
Fraction of lower
The average value of Fraction of upper estimated
estimated mean
mean weight to max weight (14). Derived from
weight to max
average value of (14) where (14) is not null. (15) and
weight
(16) are used to estimate mean weights from
maximum weights.
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NA

NA

NA

NA

7.3

Spreadsheet3_LW_calcs Sheet1

Spreadheet3_LW_calcs Sheet 1 Columns
Column
id

Column heading

Description

Screen

1
2

EMW id
Species

Screen 5: column 1
Screen 5: column 5

3
4

Scientific name
EMW reference id

5

Length-weight
calculation id

6

Original length type

7
8

Length type assumed
(if none given)
Original length lower

9

Original length upper

10

Sex to which this
length applies
Length type used in
LW calculation

The id for the estimated mean weight (EMW).
The species for which the mean weight is
estimated.
The scientific name for the species (2).
References are assigned an id m where m is an
integer beginning with 1 for each EMW id.
Length-weight calculations are assigned an id p
where p is an integer beginning with 1 for each
EMW id.
The length type given in the reference e.g. TL
meaning “Total Length”. A list of length types
and their descriptions is given in Sheet3 and also
in Appendix C of this document.
The length type used where none given in the
reference. See (6).
Lower end of the length range given in the
reference.
Upper end of the length range given in the
reference.
Sex to which the length range given in the
reference applies, if stated.
Length type of the length converted to a weight.
This will equal (6) or (7) unless the length is first
converted to a different length type.
Notes for the LW calculation.
This is set on LW calculations that have been
“rejected” for any reason. Some may be rejected
for the reason that they are not a “good match”
while ones that are a “good match” exist. The
code indicates the reason for rejection, for which
the text description is obtained by clicking on it
on Screen 5. These rejected reason codes and their
descriptions are given in Sheet3 and also in
Appendix C of this document.
This and (1) identify the length-length conversion
formula used, if any.
Value of “a” for this formula (14). Length-length
relationship formulae require a values for “a” and
“b”, and take the form L2 = a + bL1 where L1 is the

11

12
13

Notes
Rejected reason code

14

Length-length formula
id
LL formula value for a

15
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Screen 5: column 6
Screen 5: column 2
Screen 5: column 3

Screen 5: column 7

Screen 5: column 8
Screen 5: column 9
Screen 5: column 10
Screen 5: column 11
Screen 5: column 12

Screen 5: column 21
Screen 5: column 20

Screen 5: column 15
Screen 7: column 11

16
17
18

LL formula value for b
LL formula from
Length type
LL formula length
range lower

19

LL formula length
range upper

20

LL formula Sex

21

LL formula to length
type
LL formula date
accessed

22

23
24
25
26

27
28
29

LL formula notes
Length-weight formula
id
LW formula fishbase
id
LW formula value for
a

LW formula value for
b
LW formula length
type
LW formula length
range lower

30

LW formula length
range upper

31

LW formula species

32

LW formula sex

33

LW formula date
accessed

original length and L2 is the converted length
(from fishbase.org).
Value of “b” for this formula (14). See (15).
The length type to which the formula (14) applies
i.e. as specified on fishbase.org.
Lower end of the length range to which the
formula (14) applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Upper end of the length range to which the
formula (14) applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Sex to which the formula (14) applies i.e. as
specified on fishbase.org.
The length type to which the “from length type”
(17) is being converted.
Latest recorded date that the formula (14) was
accessed from fishbase.org for this study.

Screen 7: column 12
Screen 7: column 6
Screen 7: column 7

Screen 7: column 8

Screen 7: column 9
Screen 7: column 10
Screen 7: column 13

Notes for the LL formula.
This and (1) identify the length-weight conversion
formula used.
The id given on fishbase.org for (24).

Screen 7: column 14
Screen 5: column 16

Value of “a” for formula (24). Length-weight
relationship formulae require a values for “a” and
“b” and take the form W = aLb where W is the
weight and L is the length.
Value of “b” for formula (24). See (26).

Screen 6: column 12

The length type to which the formula (24) applies
i.e. as specified on fishbase.org.
Lower end of the length range to which the
formula (24) applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Upper end of the length range to which the
formula (24) applies i.e. as specified on
fishbase.org.
Indicates the species to which the formula (24)
applies. Set to “same” if the species equals that in
(2).
Sex to which the formula (24) applies i.e. as
specified on fishbase.org.
Latest recorded date that the formula (24) was
accessed from fishbase.org for this study.
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Screen 6: column 6

Screen 6: column 13
Screen 6: column 8
Screen 6: column 9

Screen 6: column 10

Screen 6: column 7

Screen 6: column 11
Screen 6: column 14

Spreadheet3_LW_calcs Sheet 2 Columns
Column
id

Column heading

Description

Screen

1
2

EMW id
Species

Screen 5: column 1
Screen 5: column 5

3
4

Scientific name
EMW reference id

The id for the estimated mean weight (EMW).
The species for which the mean weight is
estimated.
The scientific name for the species (2).
The id for the estimated mean weight reference.

5

Length-weight
calculation id
Length type
converted?

Length-weight calculation id.

Screen 5: column 3

Set to “Y” if the original length range and is
converted to a different length type using a lengthlength formula, and “N” otherwise.
Lower end of the length range converted to a
weight with a length-weight formula. This will
equal (8) on Sheet1 unless the length is first
converted to a different length type.
Upper end of the length range converted to a
weight with a length-weight formula. This will
equal (9) on Sheet1 unless the length is first
converted to a different length type.
Lower end of the weight range obtained from
applying length-weight formula to (7).
Upper end of the weight range obtained from
applying length-weight formula to (8).
This is set to ‘N’ if the length-weight formula
used is not a “good match” for the length being
converted and blank otherwise. See the help
screen notes for Screen 5 for greater explanation.

NA

6

7

Lower length used in
LW calculation

8

Upper length used in
LW calculation

9

Calculated weight
lower (g)
Calculated weight
upper (g)
Good match LW
formula?

10
11
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Screen 5: column 6
Screen 5: column 2

Screen 5: column 13

Screen 5: column 14

Screen 5: column 17
Screen 5: column 18
Screen 5: column 19

8
8.1

Appendix C - Descriptions of codes used in this study
Estimating methods

Method
id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
99

Description
Average weight ("average","mean")
Average weight ("average of most","usual weight", "weight of most")
Average weight ("modal")
Typical or common (or "frequent") weight
Weight range (normal weight range)
Weight at average length ("average","mean") using exact length-weight relationships
Weight at typical or common length (or "frequent") using exact length-weight relationships
Weight at length range (using exact length-weight relationships)
Weight at average length ("average","mean") using less exact length-weight relationships
Weight at typical or common length (or "frequent") using less exact length-weight relationships
Weight at length range (using less exact length-weight relationships)
Weight based on maximum weight
Weight at average ("average","mean") length
Weight based data for a larger-sized species in the same genus
Weight based on weight at maximum length (using exact length-weight relationships)
Weight based on weight at maximum length (using less exact length-weight relationships)
Weight at average length ("average of most","usual length", "length of most") using exact length-weight relationships
Weight at average length ("average of most","usual length", "length of most") using less exact length-weight relationships
Weight at average length ("modal") using exact length-weight relationships
Weight at average length ("modal") using less exact length-weight relationships
Weight based on data for a larger-sized species in the same family
Weight based on data for a similar-sized species in the same genus
Not applicable (see rejected reason)
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Reliability
ranking
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
3
7
5
6
3
4
3
4
7
7

8.2
Code
1
2

8.3
Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Length-weight Calculation Rejection reasons
Description
LW formula is not a “good match”. See detail for “Good match LW formula?” and “Rejected reason code” on the help screen for Screen 5 for
greater explanation
The weight derived from this length exceeds the FishBase.org maximum weight

EMW Reference Rejection reasons
Description
Typical weight equals the FishBase.org max published weight or FAO fact sheet max weight
Scientific name not given and unclear and/or specific species cannot be clearly identified
Size information cannot be categorised as average, common, typical or maximum
Unclear whether size is average, common or maximum
Typical length is close to FishBase.org max published length
Reference does not state this is a whole round weight or indicate the weight is for whole, ungutted fish
Reference appears to pertain to particularly small fish which seem unlikely to be of commercial size
The weight derived from this length exceeds the FishBase.org maximum weight.
The reference may refer to farmed fish. According to FishBase.org, this is a farmed species.
Typical length equals or exceeds FishBase.org max length or FAO fact sheet (see the other references for this EMW) max length
This typical size appears to be a maximum size when compared to FishBase.org max size details.
The derived weight is close to FishBase.org max published weight
Reference is for length-weight data used for length data given in another reference for this EMW
This typical size appears to be a maximum size when compared to FAO fact sheet max size details (see the other references for this EMW)
A greater maximum size is given in another reference for this species (i.e. for maximum size the reference which gives the highest figure is
used)
Insufficient length-weight and length-length data available to use this reference
Estimated mean weight based on max length exceeds mean weight for a larger (or similar-sized) species
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8.4

Length types (from fishbase.org)

Code
EFL
FL
OT
SL

Description
Eye-fork length
Fork length
Other
Standard length

TL

Total length

WD

Width

Explanation
Measurement of a length of a fish (e.g., billfishes) from the eye to the 'V' of the caudal fin.
The length of a fish, measured from the tip of the snout to the tip of the shortest central rays of the caudal fin.
A length other than FL, SL, TL or WD; used to express size in fish.
The length of a fish, measured from the tip of the snout to the tip of the hypural bone, or of the fleshy part of the caudal
peduncle (i.e., excluding the caudal fin).
The length of a fish, measured from the tip of the snout to the tip of the longest rays of the caudal fin (but excluding
filaments), when the caudal fin lobes are aligned with the main body axis.

The length, in rays, and skates from the tip of the left to the tip of the right ‘wing’.
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